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Aaajiao’s Software. Data Matter Conversion
Robin Peckham

international exhibition and
performance circuit, I would venture
that his most significant aesthetic
contribution to new media in China is
a social one, acting as a vector for the
interpretation and communication of
international and local trends in the
usages of software in artistic practice.
He is a skilled programmer,
particularly with Processing, and his
active involvement with the noncommercial side of the tech

Xu Wenkai, who uses the name
Aaajiao in most exhibition and other
public contexts, was born in Xi’an in
1984 and currently resides in
Shanghai. His name is widely known
within both art and tech circles in
China, though mostly for his efforts at
organizing and sharing information
rather than as an artist per se. New
media artist and computer visual
programmer, he created in 2003 the
online sound art platform:
cornersound.com and in 2006 the
english version of the we-mak-money-not-art blog We Need Money
Not Art. Without forgetting his
collaborations with the Dorkbot
network and with the 3S Media
Center, center for academic research
in art, media and technologies.

development circles in China has
proved highly profitable on an artistic
level for his major collaborators,
including curator Li Zhenhua,
musician B6, gallerist Ed Sanderson,
and a number of architects.
Though he is far from a pure engineer
with no interest in the art world,
Aaajiao does represent a tendency
towards more rigorous engagement
with the technologies and cultures of
emerging software practices on their
own terms, a far cry from the earlier
new media artists in China who
contracted the execution of their
work out to glorified factory settings.

While recent years have seen
heightened participation in the
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Jian before?
Aaajiao:Actually there wasn’t really
any preparation, I had mentioned to
Zhang Jian that I wanted to perform
so we just got together and did it.
Robin Peckham: What do you think of
working with the experimental
electronic music scene in China?
Aaajiao: I don’t find much exciting in
the Chinese experimental electronic
music scene, but I do like
collaborating with intelligent people
like Zhang Jian and B6. They’re all very
smart people, so working with them
becomes interesting, and performing
can be a bit addictive. Visual art and
music can result in exchange
whenever there is consensus or
agreement, without any exacting
requirements of shared points.

Ultimately, much as Ai Weiwei‘s
activist work has become accepted as
an artistic practice, Aaajiao‘s
organizational and technical
contributions are beginning to
emerge in an aesthetic light largely of
their own creation
Robin Peckham: Why have you taken
the name Aaajiao?
Aaajiao: Some years ago I used to
download mp3w on Soulseek, where
my ID was “chromatic_corner.” In the
SLSK chatrooms everyone thought
that was too troublesome to use, so
they started calling me “A Jiao” ["a"
preceding a single character name in
Chinese is an expression of familiarity,
while "jiao" means corner] until I
registered a new ID as “aaajiao,” so as
not to conflict with anything else
already taken.

Robin Peckham: How does Blog
Weighting process and convey its

Robin Peckham: Tell me about your
performance this year at
Transmediale. Were you running live
visuals? Had you worked with Zhang

materials? In other words, how do you
convert data to a material presence?
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Aaajiao: The original data comes
fromhttp://web.archive.org. The
method is very simple: I collected ten
years of screenshots and HTML source
code from this blog, then saved it to
an SD card. The media of any storage
memory has mass in real space, a
simple fact, so the question is that of
the actual change in this media after it
has accumulated data.
Robin Peckham: What does the piece
tell us about the permanence of data
that you mention?

Robin Peckham: With these
generative processes, are you
interested in the mechanisms or in an
emerging aesthetics of the algorithm?

Aaajiao: What I want to convey is that
data may be an incredibly
meaningless thing.

Aaajiao: In terms of the process, it’s a
very exciting sensation that there is
no way to control every detail of a
process. It’s a struggle for balance
between you and the program, always
wanting to control the result but
generally failing.

Robin Peckham: How do you make
the visuals for HM.Data?
Aaajiao: Processing, foundational
granular algorithm.
Robin Peckham: For you, what is the
difference between performance and
exhibition contexts?

Robin Peckham: 010000.org s
essentially a glorified countdown
clock. How important are the
attached theological and cultural
issues for you?

Aaajiao: The live performance is
related to the state of the performer,
so if the performer is having a good
day the performance might be
different. The exhibition is more
rational–anything turned into a work
of art and exhibited will be more
rational and lose the human element.

Aaajiao: The religious and cultural
questions are Li Zhenhua’s preferred
method of elaboration. For me it is the
question of the eternal in data, and
the problem that the contractual
obligations of data might be even
more eternal.
Robin Peckham:Is the contract
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between you and Li Zhenhua an
essential component of the piece?

materials and direct exchange.

Aaajiao: The contract is the main body
of the work.

Robin Peckham: What does this
particular assortment of species offer
us?

Robin Peckham: Was Waving Bamboo
ever realized architecturally?

Aaajiao: Since it was never realized I
don’t know what the results would be.

Aaajiao: It has not yet been realized.

Robin Peckham: How does the idea
of the network influence your design
process in general?
Aaajiao: The network runs through all
of my work.

Robin Peckham: Bamboo seems like
an obvious choice, but why did you
choose this acorn woodpecker in
particular? Why not use some human
structure to build into the bamboo
network?

Robin Peckham: I’m most interested
in your Embedded Project, a
collaboration with Wang Zhenfei and
Wang Luming, which gestures
towards both complexity and
engineering in its mediated
architectural interface. The human
interface is always unclear–why is this
important? With N-Queen, City on the
Sea, DLA Village, Gothic, L-System,
Bundling, Sun Shading, Tangent
Tower and Fractal Campingto what

Aaajiao: The architect with whom I
collaborated is interested in the
materiality of bamboo–inexpensive,
easy to shape–but we weren’t
thinking of magnifying its material
properties. My older sister spent five
years researching these birds for her
PhD. at UCLA, and since we needed a
certain degree of accuracy I chose to
work with this access to firsthand
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extent are these actual explorations of
problems in urbanism, and to what
extent are you working with more
abstract ideas and processes?

is an experiment in performance
transformed into installation, but the
result was a failure, though I intend to
keep working on this series in the
future.

Aaajiao: The architectural features are
all considerations of algorithmic
processes, and the architectural
process is realized through such
algorithmic methods rather than
being a result. I’m interested in that
exploration, but for the architects I’m
not sure.
Robin Peckham: In Cube Data, what
kind of data do those numbers
represent?

Robin Peckham: Perhaps alsoJelly
Data. Where does that data come
from? Does it verge on pure animation
if not enough generative manipulation
occurs?

Aaajiao: Meaningless data intended to
add levels to the performance.
Robin Peckham: How do you see this
distinction between content and
form, and how does it affect your
process?

Aaajiao: Purely visual stimulus, so you
could call it highly skilled animation.

Aaajiao: I hope to be able to
distinguish between form and
content: especially in algorithmic
video or performance. Visual
stimulation is pure excitement,
without any additional concepts.

Robin Peckham:Recently I’ve had a
number of conversations with artists
about media art in the age of
generative processing. Personally I
feel that such methods can be a
starting point, but the artist is
typically best served by attempting to
control the final result to some
degree. Often times it becomes
somewhat wasteful: the artist finds an
interesting subject to represent in
data, but does not necessarily have a
concrete motivation for utilizing a

Robin Peckham: Same with Cube Cell:
when these are performed, is the
aesthetic execution of sound and light
as important for you as the original
data manipulation?
Aaajiao: Equally important. Cube Cell
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generative process. How do you
approach this tension?

channel or whether I control the
channels..

Aaajiao: I absolutely agree. My work
for the solo exhibition in September
will be very different. For me
generative methods have become
little more than a technique.
Robin Peckham: Tell me a bit about
your involvement with the
organizations you work with, namely
We Need Money Not Art, Dorkbot,
and Xindanwei. How do these fit in
with your practice as an artist? Are
you invested in this shared
infrastructure for sharing information
and ideas?

Robin Peckham: What ongoing or
incomplete projects are you working
on no
Aaajiao: My September exhibition will
involve a number of actions, as well as
the completion of several earlier
series. I’ll be releasing several iPhone
and iPad applications in August.

Aaajiao: It’s a process of mutual study.
These organizations all give me more
channels to be in contact with new
concepts and people, very exciting. I
always hope to create more such
channels, though it’s unclear whether
in the end I’ve been turned into a

http://www.eventstructure.com/
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The Poetics Of The Intangible. A Conversation
With Jaume Plensa
Barbara Sansone

I was surprised that I had never
thought about it before and quickly
found a way to grant me an interview.
Full of emotion as two teenagers who
are about to meet their favourite rock
star, Angharad and I went to the
workshop where Plensa works. We
were cordially welcomed by the artist
and his wife Laura.
Confirmation: Jaume Plensa is not an
inaccessible person and nor are his
works. He is an extremely witty and
affable man, his voice betrays a
sincere smile, the smile of a man who
somehow lives in another dimension,
a dimension much closer to beauty, to
truth, from which he draws his
inspiration with joy giving some of it
to the world with his art. I think this is
the secret of his works, the force
which they have, the reason why they
will live forever in history.

In 2007, during the ArtFutura festival, I
witnessed a brief conference by
Jaume Plensa and it was love at first
sight. His art, his thinking and his way
of presenting them to me seemed
something able to accompany the
viewer into a higher dimension, to
transmit an almost mystical energy.
This artist joined the small circle of my
idols and so, without realizing it, I
ended up convinced that he was a
superhuman being who was not really
living on earth like us ordinary
mortals.
My friend and photographer
Angharad Segura, equally fierce
admirer of the sculptor and with a
great desire to portray him with her
camera, one day put a flea in my ear,
wondering if I could arrange a visit to
his lab a few miles far from Barcelona.
9

which artists fit. I think I’m deeply
classical because sculptures of 5,000
years ago still move me. And for me
classicism is an attitude and not a
form. For example, I often work with
the vibration of materials. An object
produces a sound, when stroke. This is
due to the matter of which it is made.
You, me, her, we all produce sounds. If
I give you a blow on the arm we
would hear a sound somewhat
opaque, while there are materials
such as metals, which produce more
interesting sounds. And this is not
music; it is the material which is
speaking. Something classical isn’t it?
Also, I have always been interested in
big questions, those that we think
about today, we thought about in the
past and which we will think about in
the future. Is this something classic?
Surely, but it also is contemporary

On the Internet there are currently
two videos that testify the fascination
of the artist and his art: one is a
documentary produced by RTVE
(
http://www.rtve.es/mediateca/video
s/20091228/imprescindibles-jaum-plensa/657646.shtml, Spanish,
French and English) and another
record of his long speech at the ISC
Conference
(
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H
QkkmyfF65A, nine parts, in English).
Moreover, his website is full of
pictures of him and there is an
accurate documentation, as well as
links to what has already been written
about him.

As for technology: I am a child of
today so I must use the tools the era
in which I live gives to me. But the
hammer, conceived in regards to its
function has not yet been replaced.
You can not hammer in a nail with
your mouse. It is important to
recognize when it’s time to use the
hammer and when it’s time to use the
mouse. Techniques are never a
direction, but rather a vehicle. Ideas
instead can be contemporary or
classical while techniques are only
accompany them. They are very
important because they help to

Barbara Sansone: Do you feel more a
classical sculptor or an artist of new
media? Which profile best describes
you?
Jaume Plensa: My opinion is that art
history is only one: there is not a past
and a future in art, but only one line in
10

transform the aesthetics, but they are
not an aim. In my work, technology is
what I think I need to express a
particular idea.

already too late.” When I read this
sentence I thought it expressed
exactly my own opinion. When
teaching your students you have to
leave messages which seem to fall
silent and which decrease gradually. It
takes many years, a lot of patience
and a lot of self-confidence.
Barbara Sansone: Where do you like
to exhibit the most? Perhaps in public
spaces?
Jaume Plensa: Public spaces are the
ones that allowed me to become
well-known, but the reason why is
simply because normally nobody
assigns to them the value of a first
category place. They are considered
substitutes, as the typical “roundabout”. But round-abouts are neither
good nor bad: it depends on what we
do with them, like everything in life.
For me public spaces are very
interesting for sculpture and art in
general. In public spaces a kind of
direct relationship between people,
who have not sought it, and the artist
comes to life. It is a relevant artistic
issue. It represents the artist among

Barbara Sansone: You haven’t worked
for the theater, the opera for a while…
Jaume Plensa: I am not a specialist in
the opera and I think at that time this
was the key that allowed me to
transform the scenic concept. But for
consistency, I had to stop. For the
same reason I do not want to
continue to teach if I do not want to
become a professor. This year I taught
in Chicago and I have been asked to
stay. So, instead of teaching for six
months as I did this year, I decided to
hold a seminar of three weeks, which
is a different theoretical concept.

other people and thus the piece of art
must be very respectful. Public spaces
do not belong to artists: they belong
to everybody, to people as citizens
and as individuals as well. The artist
thus needs a lot of humility.

My success as a teacher is due to the
fact that I am not a teacher. A
wonderful photographer from the
MTI, who died recently, used to say:
“try to teach without realizing that
you’re doing it. When you realize it, it’s
11

have said “Do not touch it: caress it”.
You caress your wife, you don’t touch
her. And this is what people should do
with art: it needs to be caressed
In public spaces, on the contrary,
sometimes the physical relationship
people have with the work becomes
vandalism. In 2000 I was asked to
create a work that represents the
government of Brandenburg at the
Expo in Hannover. Instead I realised a
work that travelled around the
province of Brandenburg. It was three
sculptures of people going in a
different place every week. When
they arrived in the east part of the
city, near the border with Poland, one
of the sculptures was completely
destroyed. This too is a way of
expression: those people had an
educational problem. Destroying the
work was the only way to express it.
The episode did not make me sad: we
just rebuilt the sculpture. But what
happened made me reflect on
politeness. Art is very important from
an educational point of view even if
not from a pedagogical one.

Barbara Sansone: Moreover, the
charm of art in public spaces is often
so charming not only when
contemplated but also because it has
to be used somehow.
Jaume Plensa:Yes, it leaves you the
freedom to use it as you like. In my
opinion art in public spaces should
introduce something that is not in the
city already: personal freedom. Last
year I was invited to hold a lecture in
Des Moines. There, one of my
sculptures was bought by a collector
who gifted it to the city. I spoke in a
beautiful theater, full of people, and at
the end asked if there were any
questions. One lady remarked that
throughout my speech I asked people
to touch my work, to live it and feel if
it was hot or cold, rough or smooth,
while, rather close to my sculpture
there was a sign saying “Please do not
touch” . I replied that the
administration had made a little
mistake and that it had forgotten to
complete the sign. The text should

Barbara Sansone: Then, reformulating
my initial question do you prefer to
exhibit in public places or in the
“white box”?
Jaume Plensa: Every place has its own
point of interest. Public spaces are
really interesting but personal
exhibitions as well. And sometimes
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the two dimensions compenetrate
one into each other. For example,
next year I will exhibit at the Yorkshire
Sculpture Park in England. It is a kind
of an open air museum, where I am
able to do works of great intimacy
even if without the white box. These
works use light. I like them a lot
during the day because they seem
more distant, anonymous.

Jaume Plensa: I think mainly intuition.
Einstein, whose writings have
contributed greatly to my growth and
my training, used to say intuition is
more important than knowledge and I
believe this principle is fundamental in
creation. Duchamp, for example, that
usually is considered a conceptual and
cerebral artist, actually was a man
who relied entirely on intuition and
above all, on the comparison of
contradictory concepts. To me also
this one is one of the major basics of
creation. When everything sparks, a
friction between opposites creates
something that can not be explained,
something unexpected.

But at night, when it’s dark, they
acquire their special magic, as if their
souls come out. Do you remember the
exhibition I did in New York last
September, those big bright heads on
a bed of stones? A collector from
Sweden bought a work very similar to
that one and installed it outdoor. And
there that work had a totally different
way of being. In the gallery in New
York it was magical. Outdoor it is
something totally different. At times it
is even covered by snow ..it is more
integrated into everyday life.

For me creation is a mystery and this
is why it is fantastic. So why an artist
is good and another not? This is a
good question, a mysterious one . But
it does not interest me. What counts
is to do something. Mario Merz (a
tender giant) used to say it with his
words: “What can we do.” His work is a
key-stone. And it is important to live
by mistakes. I often found myself
defending mistakes as a starting point
to work. Doing things you do
mistakes. But who does not do any
mistake? An artist should believe in
himself and in mistakes too. An artist
should watch at mistakes as
something positive. I am quite a
professional from this point of view.
Barbara Sansone: Really? Which
mistakes Jaume Plensa does?

Barbara Sansone: What are the basics
of creating?
13

Jaume Plensa I constantly do
mistakes. Over the years you learn
that you grow thanks to your
mistakes. Diseases also are a way of
growing, like everything that shakes
your security. This is what makes me
think that brain is the basis of
creation: brain is the wildest place of
the body, not the most rational. It is a
damp and dark place where suddenly
two ideas come together without you
intending it. In my opinion, creation is
very similar to brain: a dark space, wet
place. And you must insist. You were
wrong? It doesn’t matter. Edison, the
man who invented the light bulb,
used to say a very nice thing: “I wasn’t
wrong 10,000 times; on the contrary,
10,000 times I found out that in order

or whatever.. call it what you want,
and in particular I had a lot of help
from the sponsors. In public spaces
there are at least two people facing
problems. When working in public
spaces you need somebody who can
help you; because political world is
very wild. You need a shield to protect
yourself up to incredible levels.In
Chicago I had this luck: the Crown
family, for some reason, behaved as
my praetorian guard.
They defended to death me and my
idea. The project lasted four and a half
years, of which we needed the first
two only to convince the city that the
work was worth it. Everyone wanted
to destroy it: they did not understand
it, because it was not an object, he
hadn’t clear physical boundaries.
People mistakenly thought the two
towers were mine and what was in
the middle was not. Even the vacuum
in order to exist has to be created. At
a time when our lives are so full of
noise the vacuum has to be created,
as well as silence.
The evening before the inauguration
me and the team manager who
helped me in the construction of it
decided to remove the barriers to see
what happened. It was as if we had
put a magnet: children filled the space
and then got back home totally wet.
And the next day the newspapers
printed a lot of critical articles. I
argued that I hadn’t done a fountain

Barbara Sansone: Why Crown
Fountainwas so successful? ?
Jaume Plensa: Probably because in
this project I have been able to sum
up everything I’m talking about and
make it physical. In the case of this
fountain I had let’s say the inspiration
14

to look at, but a space of freedom,
where everyone could decide whether
to go or not. That it was a space
containing water, of course, because
water is a metaphor of human life: our
body is made up of water for 60%.
Water is our natural state.

gargoyle, a traditional architectural
element of my culture, which has
always fascinated me since I was a
child. I have also been influenced by
the fountains by Barragán, a Mexican
architect who used only gravity. I have
always thought water jets going up
were something absurd. You can’t
manipulate water. Water is subject to
gravity, when you cry or when it rains
water falls downwards. In “Crown
Fountain” in particular the idea of
giving life through the mouth is
represented. The idea of words. In
every cultures there is a moment in
which life is given through the mouth.

I wanted to create an empty square (a
concept exported from my
Mediterranean culture), so that people
could fill it. It’s empty because
otherwise the space wouldn’t be left
for people. The 1000 faces in the work
belong to the citizens, to those who
really make up the city: a city for me is
not made up of buildings. It is made
up of people. But what do I mean by
people? Everyone born, lives, dies and
disappears and there is still people.
We are anonymous, but unique: when
a person dies he leaves an immense
void.

Barbara Sansone: And in the end
people started take possession of this
space…
Jaume Plensa: Yes, the next day
people came with their towels, so the
fountain in the end became a space of
freedom. In the space that defines
this pool, water is only 3 mm high: you
can walk in it without taking off your
shoes. But people takes them off and
leave them on the sides. This is
another element that fascinates me.
In the past I used shoes in some of my
works, but I noticed that they were
associated with holocaust and that
was not my intention. I used shoes
because for me they are like a camera
of our lives. They keep gathering
elements of our physical life. But I had
to stop because of this
misunderstanding. And now watching

Barbara Sansone: What other
elements did you put in it?
Jaume Plensa: First of all, the
15

the side of the pool of Crown
Fountain full of shoes is really exciting
for me.

recreated the gargoyle and we
perfectly calibrated the pressure and
the impact of the water. When the
faces close their eyes and “blow” the
water spray, people below could be
not looking at them; therefore the jets
should not have been not violent. This
work is a celebration of life, it does
not express violence.

And children, who have fewer
prejudices than us, did not ask if the
fountain was technological, grotesque
or a piece of avant-garde. They simply
got mad. The space is extremely safe
and this was one of my obsession: I
wanted to be sure that children could
stay there and have fun without
needing their parents next to them. It
is extremely safe. It is impossible to
slip, there aren’t any holes you can
accidentally put your feet in, nobody
can fall on anything. The water
technology required a careful study: I
spent a lot of time in a pool where we
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that every year the arrival of springs is
announced in newspapers when
Crown Fountain start working again.
The work has become a clock
announcing the change of seasons.

Barbara Sansone: Actually your works
transmit only positive feelings…
Jaume Plensa: Every time somebody
tried to commission to me a
monument to death, I refused. I
always wanted to celebrate life and
death only as a part of life. And Crown
Fountain is for me a great celebration
of life. It’s nice to see so much
confusion, people, noise. And nothing
during the winter season. During
winter the water fountain does not
work and becomes a sort of Zen

Barbara Sansone: And also as an
essential element of the city.
Jaume Plensa: Yes, but you know that
architects and politicians can not
stand emptiness. When there is an
empty space they simply think there
is nothing or that somebody must
have forgotten to put something. And
because not all of them really
understood my work I’m still
struggling in order to avoid that some
of them destroy my Crown Fountain
putting things over it. In my space, for
example, there are temporary
exhibitions of sculptures by others.
Life in public spaces is very wild, but it
is also why I like it. I am not sad in
saying this. Because if you are able to
survive, you are an hero.

garden, waiting for spring. The role of
seasons in a work of art is another
aspect I really like. In Chicago during
winter everything is covered with
snow. Only the two towers of the
fountain emerge, but the faces never
assume the position of blow. We
created separate video clips to avoid a
ridiculous expression of the faces
when the water jet does not work.
This work was technically very
complex, even though as a result,
looking at it it seems the easiest thing
in the world. Chicago is also a very
windy city and I wanted to absolutely
avoid the wind jet crawling
pathetically on one side of the face.
We put a sensor: when the wind
exceeds a certain number of nodes
the water system blocks and the
winter system is activated. It never
happened, because tolerance is very
high. What makes me very happy is

Galleries and museums offer
protection to artists: people going to
museums go to see art. If they do not
understand it they believe it is
because of them, they don’t doubt
what they see is art.People always do
it, on the contrary , in public spaces
and I like it. I like taking risks, I like to
solve my problems and for this
reasons public spaces excite me.
Crown Fountain has managed to
become a great hybrid piece of art. It
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mixes architecture, social dimension,
technology (we had to invent some
technologies) and team work, another
thing I really like.

Jaume Plensa: Magnificent. When I
went to the inauguration of the work
with Laura, we took the ferry, we
arrived on the island and stayed there
all day long. And we watched how the
work lived. It is a very technical and
sophisticated work. It’s as if I had put
a diamond on the hand of a person.
The hand keeps performing its
everyday actions. So you can see
ladies inside the building cooking
udons, a man leaving his bike, another
one cleaning. You can see the ability
to embrace and absorb the work! We
were really moved by it. Coming back
on the ferry we looked like the 2
happiest people in the world. The
island is beautiful. It’s one of those
places where you could buy a house
to go and rest.

I really like being alone but I love
collaboration and I believe people will
collaborate in the world of aesthetics
in the future. I felt like an orchestra
conductor directing some great
musicians. If you look at the drawings
projects we did in the first place you
can see they are exactly identical to
the result. This testify the high-quality
of the team I worked with, which was
very faithful to the idea. It also testify
the efforts made by the family of
angels who protected me. Here is the
key to the success of Crown Fountain.
Some planners told me that they think
Crown Fountain is the best public
space ever built (they don’t talk about
sculpture, they talk about public
places!). It is a real satisfaction.

It is part of a group of 77 isles which,
in the morning mist, seems to float.
Only 100/200 inhabitants lives there
and they are all lovely people. The
village climbs up the hill. On the top
there is the temple. A lighthouse is on
one side of the island. Suddenly, in
spring, everything is covered with
flowers, irises, everything becomes
yellow. The opportunity to work in a
place like this is a great privilege.
What you do when you work in a
place like that is just completing the
landscape, making the last stroke in a
framework which is already
wonderful. You have to do something
that makes what is around even
better. Working in a public space is

Barbara Sansone: How was the
experience of Ogijima’s soul?
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often an excuse: the piece of art is not
the work itself but what the piece of
art generates around itself.

somewhere. This was my challenge.
We made a lot of mistakes but with
the cooperation of all we finally
succeed. The opening ceremony was
a big day. More than 2,000 people
and the band were in procession. A
song entitled Dream, like my work,
was written for the event. This is the
real life of people. It seems people are
not intellectual. I think this really is.
This is life.

Barbara Sansone: As it happened even
in St. Helens.
Jaume Plensa:The two cases have
something in common. For example,
both are places which needed to
restart their economy: Ogijima
because it is one of those
communities that are old and do not
regenerate (its population is old, there
are almost no fishermen, houses are
empty); St. Helens as well (a village of
miners who unlike Ogijima has a harsh
landscape, typical of the northern
England). When Margaret Thatcher
closed the mines, all the residents
became unemployed. It took 20 years
to rebuild the economy of that place.
Only now people are beginning to
raise their heads a little. The machines
were dismantled. A hill 86 meters
above the sea level made by the
residual materials rose.

Public spaces probably attract me a
lot because they are true: if someone
gives you his hand you feel it. And if
somebody gives you his hand it’s
because you have returned the pride
in his own place, you’ve restored a
sense of dignity. Doing a work in
Chicago is very easy, because Chicago
is a unique city in this sense. It is full
of street art: Picasso, Miro, Calder,
Chagall, all ancestors of mine. Chicago
is the place my grandparents were
from. St. Helens is something
different.
There I had to invent a space, to
create something from a scratch.
Dream, which received the award for

A group of former miners, the mayor,
the curators of the Liverpool Biennial
(very active in public spaces) and
some people from Channel 4, really
interested in this case, decided to
make a park of that hill. But they
wanted it to be a park with a soul.
They choose me among some other
artists. Then I made a first visit. I
noticed that we had to extract the
soul of that place. It was hidden

the best sculpture of 2009 in England,
was built during the crisis and
received much criticism. It’s typical:
everybody talks about the lack of
banks and hospitals and you suggest
spending money on some sculptures
in public spaces. The leader of this
group of former miners said
something very beautiful on
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television: ” Crisis passes, art is
forever.” The curator of the Liverpool
Biennial was deeply moved. Can you
see? Art has a wonderful social
function.

better not to keep doing it). We still
have a house there, but we do not go
there often.
Instead we got back here, we live
close to the airport. In Spain I actually
a restricted social life. But I like Spain
and I feel proud that thanks to Crown
Fountain people start thinking that
the Mediterranean culture has
something to say (for me Crown
Fountain is a Mediterranean square). I
think we have much to say, but we
need to do it avoiding our folklore.
And in any case I think that being a
foreigner, even at home, is something
good.

Barbara Sansone: And did Barcelona
ask you to do anything in public
spaces?

Barbara Sansone: Can we go down to
the lab and see the sculptures you are
working at?

Jaume Plensa: No, in Spain a few
people knows me, but that’s okay [he
smiles].

Jaume Plensa: Sure, let’s go. We are
currently constructing the sculptures
that will be in Houston and here you
see the “soup of letters” we use to
compose them. Here there are some
heads made of alabaster: as you see I
work with the heart of alabaster but I
also leave around the part that is
normally discarded, because I like it
very much. This is the representation
of a 3D model I then physically
realised. It was not easy. The first time
it took me nine months. Now I’m
working at a 3d model 12 meter high
(the one you see is only 4), which will
be installed in Calgary, Canada. It will
also have an opening to enter in the

Barbara Sansone: I think that’s very
unfair. And in Italy?
Jaume Plensa: The same thing. Italy is
similar to Spain. Both these countries
are so beautiful and so complicated.
They are both suffocated by beauty. It
is very difficult for them to face their
cultural importance. When I was
young I lived in Germany and probably
grew up with a different mentality.
Then I moved to Brussels and then in
Paris, where I taught for a short period
(but, as in Chicago, I thought it was
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center of the sculpture and there will
be a wishing well also.

a fantastic building designed by
Renzo Piano, was an honour. It was
the first time an exhibition was
dedicated to a living artist. I put
eleven of these heads in a row, as at
Karnak, in Egypt. I’ve always been
fascinated with repetition. I think it’s a
very primary act that generates
emotion. I told to people during the
inauguration that as an exception that
day they could touch the statues. The
guards had a thrill, but afterwords
they touched them like everyone else.
Sculpture does not exist if you don’t
touch it. Each substance has a
different texture, a different
temperature.

This is also very classic. Heads are a
traditional element in many cultures:
Mexico, Cambodia, Far East. Faces
even appear on the surface of Mars …
and I’d like to know the great artist
who made them [he laughs]. Here you
can see several models: Dream in St.
Helens, the building of Ogijima and
the sculpture that I will bring at MIT. It
has been realised for the 150th
anniversary of the founding of the
university. In this case I used the
characters of the maths’ alphabet.
Now we are beginning to work on a
sculpture 8 meters tall for the
University of Frankfurt. There will be
another opening ceremony in
Salzburg next October.

In a museum of course physical
contact with sculpture is not
common. I try to keep this classic.
Every sculpture has its own language
and I do not like when the artist
imposes his point of view. Miro used
to say ” you should assassinate
painting, through painting” . Sculpture
has to be transformed from the inside
of itself. Now I am telling and
explaining a lot of things. During my
exhibitions I am not present and able
to do the same thing. So, my work has
to communicate everything on his
own and of course everyone will do
his own reading, everyone will give its
own interpretation.

Barbara Sansone: And this is one of
the boxes that went to the Nasher
Sculpture Center!

Barbara Sansone: How many people
work here with you?

Jaume Plensa: Yes! Being invited to
this center, which is based in Dallas in
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Jaume Plensa: Some are on vacation
now. Usually six employees work here.
They are technical people with a
certain artistic sensibility. Everyone
knows very well how to do part of the
work. Everybody has his own precise
role. Sculpture works like this. And
sometimes it’s sad because I would
like to do everything on my own and I
can’t.

the manufacture and I accepted his
offer with pleasure. The mayor then
won the elections and the sculpture
was reinstalled, while inside the
exhibition of my drawings was
inaugurated.

Barbara Sansone: But you also draw…
Jaume Plensa: Yes, right now there is
an ongoing exhibition of my drawings
at the Picasso Museum in Antibes.
Three years ago it has been renovated
during summer, when there usually
are a lot of visitors. Then I was invited
to present a selection of my
sculptures to be put outside it,
because inside the display of
sculptures is not allowed. After
analyzing the area I decided to
propose only one of my work, Nomad.
It was very successful. They asked me
to leave it where it was, the bastion of
Saint-Jaume, but the sculpture was
already booked elsewhere and the
mayor could not afford to buy it.

Barbara Sansone: The figures you
create are always male figures, while
their heads are always female, is it
right?
Jaume Plensa: The whole figure is
actually a hermaphrodite. The
sculptures I made with alabaster and
stone are always girls, 9 to 12 years
old. Future is feminine as a concept.
men can cause movement, but do not
keep it. They may cause events, but
have no memory. Memory is female. If
the husband dies in a family, the
family goes on. It’s not the same if the
woman dies. I can see it in nature. I
have two cats in my garden. The male
cat gets the female one pregnant and
disappears [he laughs]. Future is
feminine as a concept that’s what I
think. So the better way to represent

But once taken away it left a great
void. After six months the mayor
called me and told me that everybody
wanted it back where it was. So he
promised me that if he won the next
elections he would find a way to
welcome my work back. He could not
afford it, but he could at least pay for
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it for me is a woman-child at the time
of transition. Boys do not go through
such a moment, but they live a longer
adolescence and suddenly become
men. And it is curious that when I
mould the heads of these girls and
then stretch them vertically they
suddenly become more mature, they
seem older. I do not know why:
maybe their eyes closed, or the
absence of colour…

than working on large sculptures? But
it’s true, they are gems. Letters are
graphically very nice. They were
revised and cleaned up over the
generations, until they were reduced
to essential signs. Can you imagine a
better way to represent a culture than
with the alphabet? I do not know, I am
like trapped by it [he laughs].

Barbara Sansone: And what about
those figurines of letters? They are
delicious!
Jaume Plensa: I had never done this
before. Lately I feel the need to work
with smaller sculptures. And you
know that this is really more difficult
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poetic way. In his laboratory, where
he forges such beauty, the
atmosphere is unique. Therefore,
returning to the station, Angharad and
I felt as if we were in a cloud. We
watched the faces of the people of
the town wondering if they know
what happens every day next to their
house. Probably they don’t and they
are really missing something.

Barbara Sansone: What a beautiful life
you have …
Jaume Plensa: Yes, I’m happy [he
smiles].
Indeed Jaume really seems very
happy. He does exactly what he
should do and exactly where he
should do it. To end this meeting was
not at all easy. This artist has many
wonderful interesting anecdotes to
tell and tells them in a so funny and

http://www.jaumeplensa.com/
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Organic Resonances. On Ginette Laurin
Enrico Pitozzi

Laurin created a very specific
language for ‘writing’ movement,
which tends to deconstruct its
features by working on dynamics of
slowness and speed in the spacial
organization of the scene.
Amongst her compositions –
displayed worldwide in Festivals and
theaters – we cite pieces as La
chamber blanche, 1992, re-presented
in 2008 in a new version, En dedans
(1997), Luna (2001), Passare (2004),
ANGELs (2006) and Études #3 pour
corde et pouliers (2007). Along with
the production of performance
pieces, Ginette Laurin and O Vertigo
back a formative activity through the
Centre de création O Vertigo, the
activity of which pivots on a multiform
and flexible structure committed to
creation, research and formation
thank to a number of dedicated
choreographers’ and performers’
residences opened to representatives
of the international community.

[…] Vous êtes une manière, vous êtes
une manière d’être. Ça veut dire, vous
êtes un ensemble de rapports de
vitesse et de lenteur entre molécules
pensantes, vous êtes un ensemble de
rapports de vitesse et de lenteur entre
molécules étendues. Et tout ça c’est
l’inconnu du corps et c’est
l’inconscient de la pensée.[Gilles
Deleuze, cours sur Spinoza,
Vincennes, 02.12.1980]
As one of the most relevant figures in
the international scene,
choreographer Ginette Laurin –
founder of Canadian group O Vertigo,
based in Montreal – is committed
since the eighties to a radical research
on movement, which she combines
with an investigation on the stage
mechanism both sound and
chromatically-wise. Influenced by an
extensive research on physicality,
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undetectable body-state is showed. In
this perspective, skin is the membrane
allowing the vibration of feeling to
become visible, to be felt.

Onde de choc therefore appears a s
an unveiling process which allows the
inner forces moving the body, to be
perceived: organic seismography of
its pulsations. Anatomy explodes,
becoming clinical fascination for
hidden physicality -for its infinite
inside- which flows outside in form of
musical poetry of gesture.

The human body seen as a formidable
machine and supply of potential
gesture configurations, always had a
fascination on the Canadian
choreographer. In her latest
composition, Onde de choc, Ginette
Laurin strums the most deep and
intimate chords of this process of
analysis on human anatomy.

This work establishes a direct
continuity with Passare, from 2004;
the link consisting in the exploration
of sound and lighting technologies,
and leading to define a process of
composition in which the scene’s
acoustic elements stream out of the
hidden dimension of moving bodies:
performers’ heartbeat on which the
light architecture of the scene builds
itself.

Eight dancers couple on the stage,
separating suddenly to then again
flow together in trajectories, creating
a sort of breathing cycle marked by an
oscillating, fluctuating progression.
They gently touch each other’s skin as
to stir up the blood flowing
underneath, the blow that makes the
organism’s inner matter-movement
pulsate. In this intimate exploration
the core is indeed the body, here not
considered as a whole unit, but rather
as a combination of states through
which body explicates and expose
itself on the stage. This works is
therefore about exploring skin as the
boundary through which an otherwise
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I. On the skin bounds: the dizziness of
movement

her own choreographic language,
basing it on Vertigineaz, a concept
widely explored in her multifaceted
production, through choreographic
pieces as through installations made
for museums and art galleries.

Linguistically, researching on the
hidden dimensions of physicality led
Ginette Laurin to swerve again from
her choreographic mark, to the point
of developing a vocabulary of
movement, arisen from the cardiac
imaginary.
In fact, the performance title derives
from the name with which, in medical
dictionaries, the pulsation generated
by cardiac contraction and
propagated by the aorta is defined,
that being actually onde de choc. The
entire structure of the work hence
comes  both sound and
choreographically-wise  from this
reference to a movement which
propagates through and merges with
body’s internal resonances.

Onde de choc deepens the theme of
vertigo in two main directions: on one
side there is a tendency in
accelerating the gesture, focusing on
the speed at which movements are
performed; on the other we can
remark the attention given to
suspension and slowness.

Following that rule, the perception of
dancers’ heartbeats on stage is
obtained through stethoscopes with
integrated wireless microphones
applied on their bodies. It is thus
possible to process electronicallyimpulses sent from each dancer’s
organism, weaving them together in
an autonomous audio-texture directly
connected with the work’s
choreographic score.

Within the speed of movement, the
dizziness seems to arise from
overlapping details of the body, which
seems to be breaking down similarly
to a prism: the process leads to a sort
of exhaustion of dancers’ energies,
therefore causing an arrhythmic and
dissonant pulsation made of spasms
directly captured from performers’
physiological state.

Such movement’s pulsation-based
conception of human anatomy,
pushed Ginette Laurin to radicalize
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The sensation of dizziness is vice versa
arisen by the exasperation gestures’
slowness imposed in the cases where
the choreography is organized by the
rules of slowness itself, and body
details are outlined almost by
subtraction. It is a sort of dive into the
folds of movement, a self-wrapping of
skin itself along the boundaries of the
body, where the ‘inside’ and ‘outside’
cease to be rigidly separated, thus
irreparably deconstructing their shape
and hence allowing the invisible
structural outlines to become visible.It
is a process which develops through a
strategy of reabsorption, activation of
energies within a tactile approach to
the body, sinking in the depths of its
infinite vibrations.

II. About the device: the audio-body
Through an investigation on body’s
basic, emotional manifestations,
Ginette Laurin clinically analyses the
heartbeat and breath of dancers’
bodies: the entire audio-piece is
nothing but the reformulation in form
of sound- of the pulsating rhythmic
base of a dance and of an invisible,
organic musicality, which creates a
resonance with the choreographic
evolutions and dancers’ steps,
detected by an appositely designed
platform.

The joint articulation of these praxis of
composition therefore responds to a
strategic and functional need for
body’s automatisms to outflow. In
other words it is a procedure that
deconstructs ‘form’ by exploring the
body from inside, resonating within
spectators’ perception, in their
empirical systems, in an analogue
reformulation of their sensorial, and
therefore motor system, assets.

In fact, inside the stage mechanism a
platform is placed horizontally on the
stage perimeter; that structure is
pervaded by vibrations generated
from the contact between the
dancers and the platform. This impact
of audio-bodies is detected by the
microphones placed under the
platform, the vibration of which is
spread through the room thank to a
spatialization of the sources of sound.
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Perceiving heart pulsations – via the
use of stethoscopes – activates a
reaction affecting the process of
building up the mechanisms through
the platform.

Thus, in this work, the sound wave
generated by movement translates
into a lightwave. Here, by the
amplification of the performer’s
heartbeat sound, each movement he
enacts functions as an actual medium,
a vector of transformation. Also, the
screen on the background becomes a
sort of sensitive surface, producing
luminous imageries; this in reaction to
the sound waves propagating from
the stage, where the performer,
through motion, triggers the whole
process. The slightest variation, might
that be in the sound hue as well as in
the sequence of motions, translates in
a stream of light on the screen
surface: chromatic vibrations and
luminous curves.

To this organic and basic pace,
handled electro-acoustically by Martin
Messier, adds up a musical
“becoming” dictated by the original
score by Michael Nyman, which
functions as a doubled audio-layer
within the performance, determining
the work’s main rhythm or, vice versa,
adapting to the scene’s atmosphere.

Onde de choc is in all respects, a
time-sculpture. In fact, the ephemeral
dimension generated by its
mechanisms allows time to actually
manifest through a series of visible
vibrations: the vibration of a dancers’
movements, the pulsation of their
hearts being turned into a texture of
sound or an architecture of light,
defining the scene. Such constant
game of appearance/disappearance
hence makes the sound produced by
a body seeable while allowing to
listen to the image of light that
generates from it.

On the top of the audio acoustic
dimension, is then the elaboration of a
chromatic device which counterpoints
the choreographic scene.
In other words, the whole stage
apparatus is configured as a living,
pulsating organism whose acoustic
dimension directly links with the

In other words, we have to conceive
the stage as an unveiling mechanism.
We gain the perception of a beating

creation of lightwaves that -by
gradation- appear of the background.
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Every aspect of
appears to be organized around a
suspension. It seems that its very
atmosphere, its tone, aim to compose
an haiku, a sensation able to render
with great precision the hue of each
individual scene.

heart of which vibrations become a
sound wave to then turn into a series
of light-shades, questioning the
spectator’s sensorial structure of
recording, putting him in front of a
scene thought to be an actual body
made of sound, a palpitating
organism.

n this perspective we can notice a real
taste for details and for the process of
piecing together a geography of
proximity and of surfaces; which
surfaces are, in this context, nothing
more than bare skin, a face feature,
intimacy of breath, grainy pulsation. a
light-touched, precise love for a form
of tactile experience that goes
beyond mere contact and proximity,
but opens to the audiographic
dimension of bodies: an expanded,
infinite anatomy which can only be
approached or crossed. Heard.

III. Corpus : res ipsa et ultima

Onde de Choc
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Mobile A2k. Education Through Technology In
Africa
Claudia D'Alonzo

knowledge. This represent a key
chance to create and share free
know-how both in Western world,
which is hyper-technological and
marked by vertical knowledge, and in
developing countries.
Mobile A2K: Africa Interfaces
Education Technology is focused on
the relationship between technology
and education in Africa, which
programme includes three seminars
organized by lettera27, a non-profit
foundation from Milan, from 11th to
12th of September at
Festivaletteratura 2010 in Mantua.

In a world dominated by digital
technologies, there is much talk about
sharing free resources and
knowledge. After years of excitement
for “new” communication tools, a
different awareness is increasingly
growing: creating systems and
technologies to spread knowledge on
a wider scale is not enough… no more.
The access to knowledge is really free
when a country is able to create it
with its own hands and pass it on.
Technological Do it Your Self is not
only linked to media and digital tools,
but also to wider fields like training
and education.
Experts are focusing is on a rethinking
of training processes in order to make
interactive, open source and
inexpensive technologies not only a
tool but also a model to create

Mobile A2K gives this year’s
participation the title. It is a project
supported by lettera27 and curated by
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Roberto Casati and Iolanda Pensa in
collaboration with a number of
international partners. Such project is
aimed to develop models of
educational tools that may empower
innovative educational
methodologies.

literacy and education especially in
Sub-Saharan Africa. “A2K” is an
acronym for “Access to Knowledge”,
then we have added the word
“Mobile” to underline the itinerant,
modular and ever-changing format of
access to knowledge. TheMobile A2K
project stimulates reflection on three
formats created by three African
organizations: the Pedagogical
Suitcase, project carried out by the
media lab Kër Thiossane based in
Dakar, Senegal, a tool-kit to create
interaction design and digital
artworks; school books on mobile
phone, Douala Ville d’Art et d’Historie,
project supported by the art centre
Doual’Art in Douala, Cameroon; finally,
“Chimurenga Chronicle”, a “futureforward” newspaper that travels back
in time to re-imagine history, issued
for “Chimurenga, a magazine from
Cape Town, South Africa.

These include the Valigia Pedagocica
(Pedagogical Suitcase), one of the
educational tools that will be
introduced in Mantua during the
seminar The Disenchanted Teacher.
Rethinking education through
technology, developed by Chiara
Somajni, a journalist from “Il Sole 24
Ore” who writes about creative and
social use of digital technology, and
Roberto Casati. It is a meeting “in the
defence of an intelligent low-tech and
in support of extreme hi-tech” that
will host Massimo Banzi, the known
founder of Arduino, Mark Grimes, cofounder of Maker Faire Africa, an
itinerant exhibition focused on
technological design and digital
creativity in Africa. We have
interviewed Iolanda Pensa, curator of
Mobile A2K on behalf of lettera27.

All these concepts and tools are
focused on the production and
availability of information about urban
transformations especially in Dakar,
Douala and Cape Town. The basic idea
of Mobile A2K is how technology can
help us rethinking education, and the
most effective way to support
projects is to bring together existing
contents, interfaces and resources.
The Mobile A2K project was born in
October 2009 during a meeting at the
Rockefeller Center in Bellagio: three
days of discussions and workshops, in
which experts, partners and

Claudia D’Alonzo: Tell us how Mobile
A2K was born, and what does it aim
at? How is Mobile A2K developing its
activity?
Iolanda Pensa: Mobile A2K is also the
latest project of lettera27, a non-profit
foundation based in Milan whose
mission is to support the right to
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supporters have confronted each
other on the new resources, interfaces
and contents for education. In
February and May 2010, the first and
second stages of the Pedagogical
Suitacase have taken place, and now
the project is to become itinerant:
from 11th to 12th September three
seminars took place at
Festivaletteratura in Mantua; in
December two new projects were
introduced, Douala Ville d’Art et
d’Histoire and SUD-Salon Urbain de
Douala, while the “Chimurenga
Chronicle” will be issued in a short
time.

working on it. This, Senegalese
organization had just applied for a
notice of competition of European
Commission (APC Countries) and was
waiting for an answer to its project
Rose des Vents Numériques. The
project focuses on technology and
involves (between 2009 and 2011)
cultural organizations from Senegal,
Mali, South Africa, Martinique, France
and Finland. In this case, technology
doesn’t mean using a computer to
write an invoice or an email.
This project allows creative people to
programme, produce interactive
tools, and make up artworks with a
new kind of language. We are talking
about the ultimate technological skills
that few universities can provide. Kër
Thiossane, dbased in Dakar (Senegal),
a cultural association that organized
the Afropixel Festival togheter with
Jean-Noël Montagnéare doing
something really new on a global
scale: they are working on the Valigia
Pedagogica (Pedagogical Suitcase),
and itinerant toolkit that allows “to
train the trainers.”

Claudia D’Alonzo:Let’s talk about the
Valigia pedagogica (Pedagogical
Suitcase). How does this toolkit allows
“to learn doing”, and how does it help
sharing knowledge?

When Marion Louisgrand, director of
Kër Thiossane, introduced the project
during the meeting at Rockefeller
Center in October 2009, the suitcase
immediately began a key subject for
Mobile A2K. The project that Kër
Thiossane is developing in Dakar is a
perfect metaphor of knowledge and
learning – it is an itinerant and

Iolanda Pensa: Valigia Pedagogica
(Pedagogical Suitcase) is a magic box.
When lettera27 ot in contact with the
media lab in Dakar for the Mobile A2K
project, ër Thiossane was already
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adaptable tool with a blank space to
be filled, but it also needs someone to
carry it around. Somehow, a computer
is like a suitcase, and a mobile phone
is like a sketchpad. Suitcase, maps
and installations have become three
concepts that make us reflect and
imagine technology as a help to
rethink education, as Roberto Casati,
curator of Mobile A2K, stated.
For the time being, there are two
models of the Valigia Pedagogica
(Pedagogical Suitcase). Their creation,
which took place in Dakar, was the
first stage to train the trainers. The
next step will see the former trainees
train new trainers, and so on. The
suitcase contains a computer, a
monitor, a keyboard, Arduino, some
sensors and two programmes  one
that allows to test the toolkit and the
other that allows to create a new
suitcase. During Festivaletteratura we
introduced it in two different ways:
through the metaphor of education
linked to technology, and through the
introduction of the tools contained in
the suitcase. The Mantua meeting
hosted Jean Noël Montagné, one of
the creators of the project, and
Massimo Banzi, who talked about
Arduino.

Claudia D’Alonzo: Arduino is the
technological soul of the project, as
well as several open source softwares
like Pure Data. All these components
apply to a wide and versatile range of
uses, but they are based on a very
advanced technology. This aspect
implies a specialized training. How
does the suitcase solve this issue?
Iolanda Pensa: Of course, they may
appear difficult to use. We always
consider difficult to use things we
don’t know, after all. We have
introduced the Pedagogical Suitcase
through pictures of Senegalese
children writing with a piece of chalk
on their blackboards. Such an image
makes us think of African schools
situation, but children are writing
code strings. Pure Data, just like
English, is a language, but electronics
and programming are not thought at
elementary school. Hopefully, things
will change in the future, and maybe
in Africa things will change faster than
in Italy.
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Valigia Pedagogica (Pedagogical
Suitcase) is a training tool. People
learn through watching the way its
components work (hardware and
software components), adapting it to
each different context or building a
new suitcase. Its pedagogical nature
is present in every way people use it.
The most complex action is to build a
new suitcase. A team aiming to build
a new suitcase can be made either of
people able to do everything or
people with specialized skills.

meeting was a mixture between open
design and industrial and
technological key brands. What’s the
potential of this synergy especially in
the field of training?
Iolanda Pensa: Festivaletteratura in
Mantua is a new stage of Mobile A2K.
The three seminars organized by
lettera27 huring the festival represent
three chances to imagine and reflect
on Africa, education and technology;
the tools play a key role. The
programme brings together authors,
researchers, inventors an then
inventions. Anyway, the most known
and important technological
discovery of the last millennia is the
book and Festivaletteratura doesn’t
forget it and always tries to enhance
it. There is no use in making a
difference between open design and
brands, and between profit and nonprofit. Open source developed from
profit or non-profitmaking individuals
and societies. But important nonopen source educational tools exist
too. Mobile A2K aims to bring
together resources, interfaces and
contents. Technological tools are part
of such resources.

The latter way is what experts are
experiencing in Dakar, and it takes
training on specific languages and
time to go from exercises to a creative
use of the suitcase.

Claudia D’Alonzo: During the meeting
at Festivaletteratura in Mantua, in
addition to theValigia pedagogica
(Pedagogical Suitcase), further
technological tools and their
application to education were
introduced. Among these, there were
tool made by IBM and Olivetti. This

During the first meeting of Mobile
A2K at the Rockefeller Center, we
involved representatives from
Negroponte’s OLPC – One Laptop per
Child, the telecommunications
operator Orange, the Wikimedia
Foundation, and developers from
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Kenya and Uganda; in Mantua were
hosted Mobi3, an IBM project, Olivetti
Oliboard, Arduino, Afriradio and
Wikipedia. During the different phases
of its project, Mobile A2K connects
such resources with experts, creative
authors and African organizations in
order to create and imagine “itinerant”
educational tools – tools which adapt
to different contexts and contents. It
is plain to see that thanks to its open
and adaptable nature, open source
technology gets off on the right foot.

http://www.lettera27.org/index.php?
idlanguage=2&zone=9&idprj=47&idne
ws=1641&pag=0
http://www.interdisciplines.org/mobi
lea2k
http://www.festivaletteratura.it/
http://makerfaireafrica.com/
http://sicap1695.phpnet.org/
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Isea Ruhr 2010. Latin America Forum
Lucrezia Cippitelli

organizing a conference on artistic
trends linked to the new Latin
American media. Six years later, also
through the economical support of
the Instituto Sergio Motta (San Paolo,
Brazil), the Centro Arte Alameda
(Mexico City) and the German
diplomacy, the forum moved its first
steps by bringing to Europe artists,
theorists, editors and researchers
from the Continent.

One of the most important events
within ISEA RUHR 2010 – The
International Symposium on
Electronic Art was maybe the Latin
American Forum IV, a series of
conferences and debates divided into
four meetings during which historians,
artists and editors discussed and tried
to define the contemporary artistic
trends of the continent.

The research of a possible Latin
identity in artistic trends linked to the
new media has certainly been already
present and dealt with by artists and
theorists of Latin America for more
than a decade. Let’s think for example
to exposition projects like Arte Nuevo
Interactiva (the biennial exhibition of
Merica, Mexico), the biennial
exhibition of Video and Media Art in
Santiago de Chile or the biennial
exhibition Transitio in Mexico City.

The forum was designed, edited and
coordinated by Andres Burbano. The
Colombian artist lives today in the
USA and is well known since the
beginning of the 21st Century thanks
to his projects that mix mass media
and online video distribution.
“The idea of the forum comes from far
away” explained Andres. In 2004
during ISEA, Andreas Broekmann
talked with him about the idea of
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which strongly boosted the Spanish
economic growth from the ’90s, the
Spanish diplomacy also developed
this system of cultural centers (the
CCE), that strongly supported the
local creativity, above all as regards
new media, by giving place and
possibilities to artists and theorists in
order to develop projects, exhibit
them and invite other workfellows
from other countries of Latin America.
It is certainly true that until now
Europe has shown few knowledge
and curiosity on this topic, with
exception of Spain, which has a
different history of participation in the
main activities in Latin America
metropolis, due to the development
of Spanish Centers of Culture in the
continent. The CEE began spreading
at the beginning of the new
millennium in the main Latin capitals
as cultural expression of policies
which supported the neoliberal
economical expansion of Spain in
Latin America.

This deep connection between Spain
and Latin America hadn’t till now
brought a real opening of Festivals of
new European media to Latin themes:
the gratitude gives to the organization
ISEA, which strongly wanted the
Forum and even used the German
diplomacy’s funds to finance the
participation of guests (as those who
participated well know, ISEA doesn’t
fund the invited artists and lecturers,
who travel at their own costs, or the
organizations in which they work. This
is the exceptionality of the event).
Andres Burbano‘s research and
relationship work for the creation of
this Forum brought to the

The privatization and selling of former
public infrastructures made by
governments in Argentina, Chile,
Colombia, Mexico etc. at the end of
the ’90s brought for example the
expansion of Telefonica, the Spanish
telephone company, all over the
continent as main service distributer.
The same happened for water,
electricity, gas supply etc. Besides this
new form of economical colonization,

organization of four interesting and
crowded meetings, which gave place
to many debates that spread also
outside the conference room. After
all, Andres isn’t new in this kind of
projects: since he was professor at the
Universidad de Los Andes in Bogotá,
he organized series of monthly
meetings on this topic and invited the
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most important theorists coming from
Latin America and Europe.

Modernity as the beginning of
everything”. This incomplete model of
History narration gave birth to totally
short-seeing postulates, such as those
supported by Hegel in “History
Philosophy”, which was defined by
Zielinski “the most Eurocentric and
racist book one can ever read”. In
Hegel’s construction the history of
culture begins in the Eastern World
and moves then to the Greek and the
Roman world to reach its top in the
German culture.

Among them Siegfried Zielinski,
founder of the Arts and Media
Academy in Cologne (Germany) and
inventor of Archaeology/Variantology
of the media, a research project which
operates today at the Arts University
in Berlin and focuses on the new
narration of artistic expressions linked
to the use of technology on
comparative basis. During the
opening meeting, titled “Latin
Variantology”, Zielinski concluded the
opening presentations of Domingo
Ledezma (Venezuela) and Karla Jasso
(Mexico), aiming at narrating possible
prehistoric expressions of Latin
multimediality in some experiences
of the 17th Century. Doing this he
astonished the audience with a series
of pyrotechnical positions.

The rest of the world doesn’t exist.
Africa is the cannibal continent
(without history) whereas Latin
America is only a European
emanation: if some cultures existed in
the past, they weren’t enough
important to compete with the
European one, which arrived in the
continent and made them disappear.
This construction, said Zielinski, came
to an end: we are witnessing “the end
of history in European sense” and we
must develop now a new concept of
history which recognizes the variants
to the hegemonic model that existed
till now. The reconstruction goes
through a new language, that also
foresees that we forget words like
“Media” and “Modernity”. How? By
looking at possible past times (i.e.
variants to Modernity) as our future
and changing our language. For
example, by studying how the Indios
of the American continent

“Until now, the History was
reconstructed from the European
perspective of philosophical culture
that considers the European
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communicated through acoustic or
how they invented games based on
algorithmic devices. The idea of past
as our future must also take into
consideration the post-technological
future described by Raul Ferrera
Balanquet, as regards Interactiva
(
http://www.digicult.it/digimag/articl
e.asp?id=429).

need of talking about artistic trends
based on the use of media, rather
than about “electronic media art”.
This is a topic which takes into
account all the local differences but at
the same time is able to justify the
possibility of talking about Latin
America without falling being general
or superficial. The attention must be
therefore focused on sociological
possibilities to access new
technologies as well as on the
approach that artists and producers
have in this field. This is a fight
between globalization and local
reality (which not always means
tradition as Beiguelmann says, but
rather local and commercial diffusion
of technological instruments of new
generation).
The panel – second interesting
moment of discussion within the
Forum – brought to the understanding
of the typical elements of the Latin
American continent, regardless of the
contention that the definition of Latin
America is once again a colonial and
European (French) invention dating

The next meeting, focused on the
present time and the activity of
editors and organizers saw on the
stage among others also Tania Aedo,
director of Centro Arte Alameda as
well as José Carlos Mariategui and
Victoria Messi who presented the
research project
Insulares/Emergentes, and the
Brazilian artist Giselle Beiguelmann.
The panel offered an overview of
artistic and editing trends of present
time. An important and common
aspect of the experiences described
(which move from Mexico to Peru,
Argentina and Brazil) is maybe the

back to the 19th century, whose aim
was to differentiate the North
American Anglo-Saxon and Teutonic
culture from the Latin American one,
characterized by a strong Latin culture
(from Spanish and Portuguese colony
before the independence and the
French supremacy of the 19th
century).
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pure unities within difference:
procedurality and critics (which could
be defined “technophagy”, by
paraphrasing the “antrophagy” of the
Brazilian Oswald de Andrade) against
the monolicity of the European
hegemonic cultural colossus.

If we want to find some common
points, we must look within the
colonial and neocolonial history and
the reactions to the cultural
hegemony and the need of autodefinition with respect to the Western
world also in the 20th century,
characterized by the political intrusion
of USA and forced dictatorships. All
this brought to the development of a
Latin American awareness and a
strongly critical cultural production,
based on procedurality and
assumption, new elaboration and
revival of the hegemonic culture
imported from Europe.

Among them we remember the
presentations by Andres Burbano, Lila
Pagola (Argentina), Ivan Puig (Mexico),
Lucas Bambozzi (Brazil), Brian
Mackern (Uruguay), Enrique Rivera
(Chile) and Arcangel Costantini
(Mexico).

http://www.ism.org.br/
http://www.artealameda.bellasartes.
gob.mx/
http://burbane.org
http://flusserstream.khm.de/varianto
logy/
http://www.udk-berlin.de/sites/cont
ent/topics/research/variantology/ind
ex_eng.html

The tow following panels were
chaired by artists who highlighted this
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Interactive Ethology. An Interview With Andre’
Goncalves
Serena Cangiano

building useless machines, interactive
artists pass through the experimental
method to become real scholars of an
ecosystem made by technological
components, designed by themselves.
They become ethologists of
interaction, scholars of technological
systems behaviours.
This reflection came after a meeting
with Andre Goncalves, Portuguese

When it comes to combining art and
science, we refer to a domain of
knowledge and skills in which those
who work there should be an
exchange of approaches and methods
to generate new ways of interpreting
the world. Beyond theoretical
references and critical reflections, is
the practical aspects underlying the
development of an interactive work
that makes it easy to understand the
overlap between art and science.

artist (year 1979), skilled in
performance and sound, video and
interactive installations. The works of
Andre, presented in various festivals
and in important digital culture
centers in the world, have strange
names and seem to be the result of
experiments and natural, social or
technological phenomena analysis. All
made with the clever use of Do It
Yourself electronics.

Resonance objects
, for example,
proposes multiple soundscape
variations through the use of
Of How We Have To Leave
resonance.
Doubts Expectations And The
Unachieved
is rather an ironic
metaphor of logical and mechanical
PS. I
behaviors generated by the war.
Love You
is an atypical meter, which

Artists, like scientists and inventors (1),
pass through processes that involve
trials and errors, tests and analysis,
phenomena and behaviors
observations to obtain the final result
of their aesthetic research,. Clearly,
these processes are not referred to
molecules, but to strings of code,
algorithms, circuits. In the practice of
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displays both physically and in real
time the movement of the sun and
moon. The Careless Driven By SelfIndulgence of Dystopia is in short a
system of swarm intelligence to the
contrary?

The laser has been replaced by a
white (or purple) LED, that takes
advantage of the system of lenses and
mirrors in the Discman, allowing light
to strike and expose the film with a
constant and precise beam. The
performance is obviously in complete
darkness and the exposed film is then
sent to a lab for the development and
implementation of related
photographs.
And again, for Super 8 Projector
Analog Synthesizer, a super 8
projector and an analog modular
synthesizer have been hacked into so
that the amplitude of a sound is able
to control the intensity of the lamp, so
that you can manually control the
projector flickering. The dirty sounds
that are played back are closely
related to the destruction of the film
and pictures in real time. The
performance continues in different
steps with different combustion
processes and different sounds.

Andre Goncalves has always worked
on performance and audio-visual
objects, resulting from an interesting
intermingling of recycling low-cost
technology, programming skills,
rediscovery of analog technologies to
the intermingling of sound and
images. In Untitled # 06 – Portable
Version, a mechanism for reading a
Discman, was hacked into in order to
control the motor that positions the
head of the reader, through a self
made Arduino board that reacts
through sensors with the aplitude of a
given sound: the more the sound is
quiet the more the head will be close
to the optical axis center, the more
the sound is loud the more the head
will be moved to the farthest position
from the center.

The Bird Watcher’ is one of his latest
ethology interactive works, an
installation based on Twitter that the
artist has presented in the Software
Art section, curated by Valentina
Tanni, part of a latest edition of the
Interferenze Festival – a meeting point
between technology, art and natural
environment, held in Bisaccia (Av) last
July 24th to 27th.
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time. From there, I said: “I must learn
quickly because that is what I really
want to do”. So I started to program in
Flash and later with other
programming languages. I then had
the opportunity to work in a design
studio where I could continue
studying. The path, in short, is
composed of different ways: I started
programming in a studio, making
music at home and learning new
software such as Max / MSP.

Serena Cangiano: Lets start from the
beginning, from the path that led you
to make art by experimenting with
technology.

Serena Cangiano: When did you start
to think that you could channel this
curiosity and update programming, in
a context of artistic experimentation?

André Goncalves: I always tried to use
computers since I was fifteen, playing
with MSDOS and other systems.
Having started to study graphic
design I had to learn software such as
Photoshop, Illustrator, etc.. Nobody
taught me how to use these tools: I
spent whole years using only the
encounters with friends and sharing
information. I always had the curiosity
to learn by myself and to develop
projects using the ‘trial & error’
approach.

André Goncalves: Making music, I
found myself working with people
from the experimental music scene in
Lisbon. Later, I began to produce live
experimental music performances
with Max / MSP. Then I moved to
installations.

The real beginning was when I started
making music and studying the
methods of how to make this music.
Then, with the Internet and the early
digital experiments, I was fascinated
by the work of some designers and
artists such as Joshua Davis and all
those people who were creating
astonishing things in Flash at that

Serena Cangiano: From live
performance to installations, I guess
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you were always interested in
following a path, a kind of research…

connected the soundscape generated
by the resonance with the motion
caused by the sea and waves. It’s
impossible to create an equation that
explains the movement of the sea:
there are many things that influence it
and is basically impossible to
previously determine when the waves
will arrive. This reflection, was
somehow the inspiration that guided
the design behaviors in Resonance
Objects..

André Goncalves:Yes, sure. I’ve always
been intrigued by natural phenomena.
My first installation, which is also the
one on which I have been continuing
to work on for five years, presenting it
in different versions, deals with the
phenomenon of resonance. I have
tested and investigated the resonance
building up an entire piece on this
phenomenon. A detailed work, that I
show in the form of performance and
installation. Resonance is a very
special phenomenon, because it relies
on the use of sound to amplify other
sounds in space: no matter whether it
is a large or small space. With the
sound, you can amplify other sounds
just because you are in a specific area
with a specific frequency.

Serena Cangiano: You often use the
term “behavior” when you describe
your work. Do the aesthetics of your
installations come from what your
machines do, their pure mechanical
and interactive behavior, rather than
their conceptual framework?
André Goncalves: Usually, I try to
explain my plans by letting people
interpret the concept of what is
communicated through it in a
personal way. Much of the research
and development starts from the idea
of how it should be installed and then
I carry out a research to understand
how to get there. I first have a

If you can identify the frequency of
that space then you can make it
“resonate”. From the beginning, I
didn’t approach the project in a
scientific way: I read about Nicola
Tesla and the fantastic things that he
had made using resonance like for
example, the earthquake which
happened in New York with a
machine resonance. Then there is the
use of resonance in the medical field
to analyze the human body.

concept, then I spend a lot of time
figuring out how to get to the
solution, and during the process I
always think of something new. The
idea is always something abstract and
broad, and the process always helps
to decide the details.

In contrast to applications in science, I
tried to use the resonance compared
to the aesthetics of sound. I
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drive a car even when it is not needed.
So I devised a way to speak of the
excessive use of cars.
If you look at Driven By The Careless
or Self-Indulgence of Dystopia from
above, imagine having a camera that
records everything, the cars seem like
birds flying without direction,
changing direction time to time. The
machines follow some rules of
conduct, and just like the flocks of
birds, are directed always towards the
center.

Serena Cangiano: Details such as, for
example, the works’ titles, which
seem to be very special…

The interesting aspect is the
connection between these behaviors
and those determined by the rules of
the game Tag (2): on the contrary a
flock of birds driven by a single copy
driver, in the game Tags a single
player makes the other layers run in
different directions.

André Goncalves: I always enjoy it
when I choose the right title, because
the title is to awaken people’s
curiosity. When you read them, you
need to stay within the frame of ideas
that they give you. But if you really
want to know what they say, well, I do
not ever tell you!
Serena Cangiano: Even in your work
The Careless Driven By SelfIndulgence of Dystopia??
André Goncalves: Many of my works
are a criticism expressed in an ironic,
as well as naive and poetic, way.
Driven By The Careless or SelfIndulgence of Dystopia comes from
the concept of “dystopia”, as originally
thought by JG Ballard in his bizarre
vision of how people use cars. He
predicted in the Seventies some of
the dynamics that exist still today: the
people can not live without a car, they

Serena Cangiano: You developed this
work during the workshop
Interactivos, held at the Media Lab
Prado in Madrid. What can you tell me
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about that experience?

that it was basically an exchange of
useless information. Why people
should scream to the world that they
are dining well, for example? I do not
understand the reason for this
information.

André Goncalves: In the workshop
Interactivos there are people who
work in a common area for two
weeks, and each one works on a
project with the help of tutors that
support participants in the various
development stages. It’s really
exciting. The interesting thing is that
you are in a context where there are
no distractions and all your energies
are for your project: there were
people working at any time, day or
night. There are people with different
skills and training and if a participant
has a specific problem it is always
possible to overcome it through the
exchange of ideas. For example, for
‘Drive by’ I had a problem with some
mathematical formulas and there was
a scientist who helped me to solve it
by showing me a new solution.

The Bird Watcher, therefore, is an
installation that addresses this aspect
of social networks with irony. I really
like the way Twitter was conceived
and created, the “twit” concept. That
is why I thought about how to revive
the Twitter mechanism “in a natural
way”, by making real birds twitter.
Usually, in fact, we can not interpret
the twittering of birds. We do not
know why they twit, perhaps because
they are sad, because they are
courting the female, because they are
hungry …
n the first version of the work, I just
tried to find online information about
the behavior of birds. I found twelve
behavioral types of birds that I added
in a sketch of Processing connected
to the Internet. Then, I programmed a
system that simulates the twittering
of birds, as if they were in the real

Serena Cangiano:Here at Interference
Festival, you bring your project The
Bird Watcher, which makes me think
that the way you develop a work
seems very like that of an ethologist
who observes the behavior of animals.

world. It was very difficult to achieve
such a thing, but I managed to do so
in an abstract way: the artwork does
not work randomly, but the twittering
follows a certain algorythm that
allows the birds to twit in a different
way.

André Goncalves: The Bird Watcher is
a work that uses Twitter. I normally do
not use Twitter and I’d never used it
before performing this installation. I
understand that important and very
interesting issues are discussed on
Twitter, but every time I had access to
this social network I had always felt
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conditions that make the work
difficult to implement: you can not
force the birds to stop on the
container, for example. I studied the
behavior of birds and can say that it is
almost impossible that in just three
days the birds recognize the container
as a safe place, to activate the
installation. I’m sure it will take at
least a month of waiting.sure it will
take at least a month of waiting.
Once defined these twelve words for
each twit, I set up twelve Twitter
accounts. Each bird, in fact, twit on
your account while The Bird Watcher,
the general account, checks what the
birds twit and twit their twitts back.

Tag
Link e Note:
http://www.andregoncalves.info/
(1) Segnalo riguardo a questo tema:
D.Daniels,B.U.Schmidt, Artists as
inventors Inventors as artists, Hatje
Cats, 2008.

The idea at the moment is to put a
container with food in a space, with
the aim of attracting birds. Once the
birds are close to the container, I want
to record them when they twit: in this
way, every time a video is posted as a
link on Twitter. Using the YouTube
and Twitter APIs, I can make the
computer recognize the twittering of
birds. Unfortunately, there are natural

(2) Il gioco
consiste nel designare
la persona che deve rincorrere e
toccare tutti gli altri. Una volta che
riesce a toccarne uno, quello a sua
volta deve cercare di rincorrere e
toccare qualcun’ altro.
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On Facebook Again. Public And Private Spaces
Loretta Borrelli

implications that the use of this
platform entails. Nothing new about
that, we do actually quite often
obvious remarks about the
phenomenon; platitudes especially for
experts and artists who have been
exploring this ‘device’ since it first
appeared, trying to define its main
features. Such studies have,
nevertheless, tended to remain rather
isolated into circumscribed
environments, struggling to get in
contact with the great mass of users.

It has lately become common to hear
the name Facebook being used as a
synonym for Internet. Magazines,
radio and TV broadcast news on
curiosities, updates and weaknesses
of the platform that has at this stage
achieved a position of dominance in
social networks environment. We are
not anymore referring to this as to the
latest technologic fashion: Facebook
is now a part of the daily routine for
about five-hundred million web-users
all over the world, a consistent
majority of whom are Americanbased. The online service
CheckFacebook provides realtime
statistics on the number of logged-in
users, men/women percentage,
nationality and age groups going from
13-years-olds up to 65-years-olds.

For this reason, a news like Germany
considering to introduce a law that
forbids employers to spy over their
employees on Facebook, still caused
quite a fuss during the month of
August.
However, it could be interesting to
compare the current need to legally
regulate relations within social
networks environment, with the
comments made by English
researcher Danah Boyd in an essay
she wrote 2006. Boyd circumscribed
space in three main typologies: public,
private and controlled space. Through
a survey on the use American
teenagers made of mySpace, the
researcher pointed out the difference
between youngsters and adults in

Journalists’ interest is today mainly
focused on political and financial
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their approach toward the definition
of these spaces.

space is where peers gather in mass.
It ‘s here that the exhibition of self
really matters. Which can be seen by
adults also, but what counts are the
coequals ( ) digital technologies allow
teenagers, whilst being in a controlled
environment, to (re)create their own
public and private space, by making it
virtual.
So while the instant messaging
concerns the private aspects,
mySpace provides a social
component. Young people can, in
sum, build up online environments
which promote socialization ( ) Most
of them do not foresee the potential
future interactions. Also, it is rare that
teenagers would not make their
mySpace pages public and if not, that
wouldn’t be because of aggressors
and future employers. They want to
be visible to other teens, and not just
to the ones they already have listed as
friends. They would prefer that adults
could simply leave, disappear. All of
them: parents and teachers and eerie
men”.

BBoyd states: ” ( ) for the adults, house
is a private dimension where they can
relax together with their family and
friends. The Public sphere is, instead,
the world that is shared with
strangers, with all kinds of people, and
where one must pull out the best
aspects of himself. For most adults,
the working environment is a
controlled space, where the boss
dictates rules and behaviors. The way
in which teenagers partition their
space is slightly different; the main
part of their spaces are controlled.”.

According to this analysis the

Youngsters therefore try to build their
own private space in the interstices
existing between controlled
environments, for instance locking the
bedroom door thus creating an
hideout where it is possible to
elaborate one’s own public space as
well, through the web and social
networks. About these teenagers’
mySpace, Boyd writes: ” Their public

difference between approaches
seems to be an age matter: whilst
adult people give the illusory
impression to be more aware of their
own public sphere, visible online, the
same thing cannot be said about
youngsters.
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relationships between individuals. It is
in fact the meaning those
relationships embody, what becomes
the chief object of interest in the
process of defining public, private or
controlled spaces, and that instead
constitutes a subsequent level of
individual responsibility. Social
networks have become, through the
past few years, the place where peers
gather in mass: it doesn’t really matter
if there actually are persons capable
of exerting control over what is
published.

However, the decision of putting a
legislation over contents published on
Facebook, highlights how, behind a
State intervention to allegedly protect
the privacy and freedom of adult
users to post informations about
themselves, more hidden aims lay. As
for instance the interest in
maintaining an active participation of
individual persons on these platforms,
and what is more, the existing issue
related to the daily administration of
all the public spaces, vote private and
controlled, in the Internet era.

It is preferable, for people, to think
that such persons just do not exist.
But, for instance, the extremely
generic meaning that the word
“friend” has acquired, has soon shown
its inadequacy in representing the
variability of human relationships,
both in one-to-one relations and
wider environments of connections,
such as those between an employer
and his employee.

Although we recognize how useful
this definition is, the definition Boyd
gives of teenagers’ public virtual
space, seems to be more
enlightening. As young people do,
adults too seem not to care about the
presence on Facebook of their
employers or colleagues. It seems
difficult to be aware of one’s own
public spaces, since such awareness is
tightly bound to the symbolic value
that the platform assigns to

In Germany, the State is taking the
commitment to secure something
that could maybe be protected just by
individuals’ awareness, even though in
a less simple way. This process of
delegating, levers itself on the idea of
privacy as necessary element to
guarantee the freedom of publishing
whichever content. Obviously it’s not
the concept of privacy itself to be a
problem, but rather the fact that it
gets bound to a process of abstraction
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of human relationships. Users
becoming indifferent about the
symbolic meaning of a mechanism not only in its whole, but also and
foremost in its single elements- as
could be the simple action of adding
another user in one’s list of friends.

has gained within the context of the
platform in which it was conceived.
The positive aspect of the idea of
“friendship”, is probably the most
criticized element of Facebook. In
2007, Nils Andrei tried to introduce a
negative equivalent of the old schoolpals’ social network by creating
Hatebook. The anti-social network
consisted in a platform capable of
disconnecting you from everything
you hate, being basically based on the
opposite principle to the one of
connecting friends. From the same
year, Myfrienemies is a work by Angie
Waller. Differently from Hatebook, this
project did not refer directly to
Facebook and unlike the other work,
its aim was not exclusively to arise
negative feelings, but also to create
links between users, based on shared
antipathies.

Firms like Facebook aim to
accomplish successful operations of
giving a name and a sense to every
action a user makes. This is what
Nicolas Frespech has been trying to
underline with Add to Friend, a
conceptual work made in 2008, in
which the author separates from
Facebook main context, the button
used to add people to friends lists,
isolating it from the presence of other
users and thus bringing it back to be a
pure mechanical action. Each time
someone clicks on the button, the
friends counter goes up. The almost
complete blankness of the page may
upset the users, but, ironically, what
appears is actually the amount of
sense and affection that such action

In these works, authors focus the
attention on social relationships,
which are by all means the axis
around which social networks
function, but they do that by
considering exclusively the socially
recognized meaning of the word
“friend”, bringing rise to the necessity
to contemplate a wider range of
definitions being applied to social
relationships.
All these works can be found
catalogued on the website of Geoff
Cox curatorial project Anti-social not-
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working. The English curator noticed
how the entire financial system is
building value from the use of human
relations, thus causing the
development of biopolitcs, which
focuses on the private and peculiar
aspects of individuals’ lives. Firms are
not the only ones being well aware of
the economic exploitation they make
of social activities, pushing users to
become prosumers of the platforms
they use; indeed, users themselves
are getting more and more conscious
of the economic value the contents
they publish have.

solve the problem of the permanence
of their data on proprietary servers by
creating distributed social network, as
in the Diaspora project.
However, Facebook continues to see
increases in the number of its
members daily. There is thus a social
network in which a mass of
individuals, even if gradually acquires
the knowledge of the economic value
of their presence online, seems to
ignore the implications that the
relational aspect entails. Except for
those situations where it is directly
involved . Compared to this, Cox says
that Facebook, like its negative
counterpart Hetebook, are anti-social
platforms without a negative
dialectic, an antagonist dialectic that
is necessarily based on the
juxtaposition of two terms in order to
generate political awareness.
A criticism of this kind, full of
references to Italian theoretical
tradition of autonomy, however, does
not take into account the wide variety
of interpersonal relationships and the
different facets of pleasure inherent in

A few months ago, for example, the
social network Facebook Users Union
was born. It has the goal of creating a
craft union of Facebook users: it also
proposes to require a payment to the
companies for every single action
done on that platform. There are also
social networks that refuse the
presence of intrusive advertising
banners and commercials, such as the
Spanish N-1. Or, softwares that aim to

each of them. It mostly continue to
refer to abstract relational categories,
applicable to large groups. A political
criticism alternative to the one that
sees the need for an opposition
between friends and enemies, can
start with the desires that drive the
individuals to use these tools, within
the capitalist system based mainly on
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consumption.

we do not “enjoy” anything, because
its denial is implied by the act of
consuming. We experience a pleasure
that, deriving from the consumption
of its source, constantly renews our
appetite for it, therefore turns such
source to be insignificant.

Users, often, are driven to action and
presence on these platforms for the
pleasure of finding their peers, and
this relational enjoyment creates
difficulties in the definition of private,
public and controlled spaces. Thus we
have the proliferation of contents to
declare our own presence and at the
same time we enjoy the consumption
of relations with each other.

With Facebook, the commodity
consists in the relationship put at
disposal of the users, who cluster
where that is more concentrated. This
commodified relations are built
linguistically, or, according to the
Slovenian philosopher, are impossible
to be symbolized because they are
perpetually being consumed. That can
be paralleled with the action of
drinking a Coke, the commodity par
excellence: the more you drink it, the
more you are thirsty. From this
analysis it might seem that users are
trapped in a system of powers which
have enslaved human capacity of
creating relations, under a mechanism
of profits. Anyhow this remark rules
out the very basics, namely the
pleasure deriving from the physical
presence of another person.

Slavoj Zizek claims that in a society
based on commodity consumption,
the pleasure deriving from such use,
no matter the specific nature of the
commodity, becomes a social dogma.
We frequently entail in the idea of
enjoying using something, a
consequent deterioration of the thing
we make use of. Sticking to an
Hegelian mind-setting, Zizek hints, in
his use of the word “enjoy”, the fact
that the haughtiness of what is used
gets destroyed, denied, with the
consequence that “enjoying” involves
“consuming”. So, in neo-capitalism,

Relationships are not exclusively an
abstract theorization, they explicate
mainly through the presence of
individual bodies. That is the reason
for which Clare Adams‘ 2008
performance is interesting. In Clare is
Facebook, the artist walks down the
streets of St Albans in London
carrying a billboard reproducing the
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necessarily mean getting pleasure

Facebook homepage layout, and
interacts with people, arising curiosity
and amusement.

from a thing, since ‘presence’ is not an
object and, obviously, cannot be
consumed. In fact, when we enjoy the
presence of something, we are not
appropriating it, but actually quite
naturally obliged to preserve the
‘presence’s’ integrity, its alterity. There
can happen t be a fainter or a stronger
presence, but either way we cannot
incorporate in, turn it into a part of
ourselves”.

What’s so interesting about what you
are doing at the present moment?
What does seeing live feeds of
another user? Are we actually related?
These are some of the questions
Adams poses to herself and to people.
“Updating” herself with her supply of
status, add-friends and comment
labels, she calls into question her
physical presence by creating a
conflict between the definition of
friendship given by social networks
and her ability to truly relate to people
in everyday life. Her performance
highlights how in the situation she
creates, the presence of another
person cannot really be incorporated,
therefore impeding capitalistic
consumption.

Italian philosophy doesn’t solely refer
to actual physical presence, excluding
the idea of any technological
equivalent; the latter can in fact be
mediated and become the
remembrance of a presence. That
being the case, Franco Berardi Bifo
suggests that instead of sticking to
obsolescent binary oppositions –
which locate the possibility to solve all
the social conflicts in the mechanism
of individuating an enemy – , we
should rather attempt to create an
environment of communication and
interaction, an area that would be
‘slow’, deep-breathed, opened to
listening and to the actual activation
of physicality. Becoming aware of the
needs and desire of individuals and
free the bodies, so far forced into
genetical categorizations, would give
space to a radical political critique. An
ideal of change which does not
forthbring logics of domination and
control.

Chiara Zamboni criticizes Zizek
claiming that: “Get pleasure from the
presence of something does not
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Isea 2010 Ruhr. Unfolding Space
Eugenia Fratzeskou

Hartware MedienKunstVerein, one of
the most important media art
addresses in Germany, has been
located since 1996), Essen, and
Duisburg [Figs. 2-3].
ISEA2010 RUHR presents current
developments and debates in
contemporary art and digital culture
worldwide. The ISEA Conference has
been complemented by a series of
exhibitions (Exhibition ISEA 2010
RUHR, TRUST, Heavy Matter, Arctic
Perspective and many others), the “ECulture Fair” (a trade fair for the
innovative cultural use of new
technologies in cooperation with
Dutch and Belgian partners),
excursions to museums etc., concerts,
club music, a weekend with
performances, workshops and art
projects in public space .

1.What is ISEA2010 RUHR
ISEA2010 RUHR is the 16th
International Symposium on
Electronic Art, directed by Dr Andreas
Broeckmann (Artistic Director) and
Stefan Riekeles (Program Director).
ISEA is the world’s most important
international festival for digital and
electronic art. It has been organised
under the auspices of ISEA
International and taken place at
prestigious institutions across the
globe since 1988. This time, ISEA
moves to Germany for the first time,
forming part of the projects of RUHR
2010 European Capital of Culture. The
festival takes place at various venues
in three cities of the Ruhr
metropolitan area, enabling a creative
exchange with the local art scene and
industry: Dortmund (where the
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realised with the cooperating
institutions. Judith Funke has been
the Project Manager for the
Conference and one of the ISEA2010
RUHR Conference Proceedings
editors.

The artists engage with
experimentation on new interfaces
between art, science and technology,
climate change, deconstruction of
identity, new design strategies etc.
The Conference Proceedings and the
relevant exhibition catalogues
published by ISEA offer a
comprehensive high-quality
documentation and commentary on
ISEA2010 RUHR .

At the ISEA Conference, crucial issues
of the current debates in electronic
art and media philosophy have been
discussed. The themes have varied
from aesthetic discourses to
questions of art and engineering. The
focal points of the Conference have
been ‘Sounds’ and ‘Ecologies’. Among
others, there have been panels on art
and media in Latin America, on new
art theory, on preservation of
historical media art, on the
phenomenon of materialisation and
dematerialisation, on the role of the
user in digital art, on the emerging
notions of spatial layering & hybrid
realities, on the latest developments
in code art etc.

From 20th to 29th August 2010, the
international academic conference
has brought together 230 speakers,
including artists, academic
researchers, scientists and other
professionals from 40 countries e.g.
many European countries, Brazil,
Japan, North America, the UK and
others. To achieve the highest
standards, all conference
contributions have been selected
from over thousand proposals
through a peer-reviewing process.
The ISEA International Reviewing
Committee includes 88 experts of 29
different nationalities from various
media art related fields.

Moreover, the conference has also
included the Leonardo Education and
Art Forum Meeting: Art-Science –
Curricular Models and Best Practices.
New significant insights into
academic, curatorial and artistic
practice have been offered.

Apart from the presentation panels,
the ISEA Conference has also included
a keynote program with Brian
Massumi, Peter Weibel, Roy Ascott,
Margaret Morse, Harald Welzer with
Marko Peljhan, David d’Heilly with
Fernando Garcia Dory, round-tables
and workshops that have been
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cosmology, science, art, design and
philosophy, the notion of space has
significantly changed.
There is no void and neutral space as
such, but data flows in dynamic
interaction with each other, the
environment, matter and users.
Multiple relativistic spaces with
various types of geometry, emerge .
As space itself is neither uniform nor
inert, the notion, morphology and
functionality of the conventional
boundary of built architecture are
radically challenged. This condition
has inspired contemporary artists’ and
architects’ interest in visualising and
creatively engaging with the invisible
and unknown co-ordinates of reality
and perception, through revealing
various fields of interaction between
the environment, matter, technology
and users.

2. Algorithmic Topologies

Unfolding Space is the presentation I
delivered as part of the Algorithmic
Topology panel, one of the 51 panels
of the ISEA Conference. The panel has
been moderated by Timothy Druckrey
(Director of the Graduate
Photographic & Electronic Media
program at MICA, curator, writer &
editor) and has taken place on 27th
August 2010 at VolksHochSchule
Dortmund.

n the second part of the presentation,
the manifestation of inter-spatiality is
proposed for enabling the
advancement of digital site-specific
art and drawing through a creative indepth investigation of the relationship

2.1. Unfolding Space
The first part of my presentation has
offered a discussion on how what can
be described as the shift from
Modernism to “informationalism“ has
necessitated new spatial research
strategies for advancing
contemporary site-specific art and
architecture. As resulting from the
advancement of information
technology, Einstein’s theory of
relativity and quantum physics that
have brought radical changes in

between the digital and the physical
spaces of architecture. A conventional
type of Modernist built architecture
can be perceived as a materialised 3D
fragment of a grid. An exploration of
the paradoxical ‘in-between’ spaces
that emerge between the various
orders of place and space, can be
realised through inventing inter59

passages (instead of inter-faces)
between those orders. In particular, it
is possible to visualise the ‘residual’
spaces that occur between the
superimposed and interacting
algorithmic, geometrical, topological
and structural grids of architecture.

philosophical and mathematical
foundations . In this way it has been
possible to develop new types of sitespecific
drawing
within
semi-immersive room-sized virtual
environments.
The hidden dimensions of
architectural space that remain
unregulated, elusive and un-built are
revealed. Unknown and ambiguous
types of space appear, as we pass
through various spatial orders and
geometrical
paradoxes.
The
manifestation of inter-spatiality
enables a new philosophical
understanding, experience, and
perception of space, that inspires new
types of spatial research and practice
in art, architecture and the related
disciplines.

As deriving from the algorithmic
matrix of VR, the arithmetic order of
the grid is flawed, challenging thus,
the traditional definition and status of
the architectural boundary. Several
precarious interplays occur between
complexity and abstraction, while
modelling architectural space. The
heterogeneous ‘residual’ spaces that
emerge and contain various types of
unknown and unregulated geometry
and spatial orders, are left openended.
The manifestation of inter-spatiality
could not have been achieved without
the in-depth practical and theoretical
investigation of digital visualisation
systems – which has included their

2.2. Altre presentazioni
The Algorithmic Topology panel has
included another three presentations
that discussed new inspiring
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advancements, proposed new
directions and demonstrated high
standards and potential in this area of
academic research, professional
practice and theory.

NYU Polytechnic Inst.) e dal Prof.
Helmut Eirund (Direttore scientifico
del M2C Institute for Applied Media
Technology & Culture di Brema).

Betaville è un ambiente open-source
multiplayer innovativo creato per
immaginare la città del futuro in
termini artistici e stimolare così la
partecipazione concreta delle persone
nell’attività di pianificazione
urbanistica. Sia l’ispirazione che lo
sviluppo del progetto Betaville
nascono dall’inserimento di un
passaggio chiave nella considerazione
dello spazio urbano. Come spiega
l’autore “la plasticità radicale di ogni
ambiente urbano è da considerarsi ora
un’opportunità creativa, piuttosto che
una costante minaccia”. Betaville
opera attraverso “un ambiente a
Realtà Aumentata su piattaforma fissa
e mobile per città intelligenti”.

Gabriel Menotti (PhD Candidate,
Media & Communications
departments of PUC-SP & Goldsmiths
University, independent media curator
and producer) has presented his
paper Computation as Dynamic
Topography. The Coordination of
Algorithms, Apparatuses and
Architectures in the Production of
Digital Images. Menotti proposes a
spatial paradigm for the evaluation of
computational processes in the
engendering of technical images. Not
only graphical interfaces but also
programming languages with their
protocols, add layers of abstraction
and metaphor, diffusing thus an
understanding of computing and
code as a physical and spatial
extension. Nevertheless, as Menotti
explains, “computation has more to
do with architecture than with
writing”

The project Betaville has been
presented by Martin Koplin (Managing
Director of the M2C Institute for
Applied Mediatechnology & Culture,
Bremen & Scientist in Residence of
the Brooklyn Experimental Media

Il progetto Betaville è stato
presentato da Martin Kopling
(Direttore del M2C Institute for
Applied Mediatechnology & Culture di
Brema e Scientist-in-Residence
presso il Brooklyn Experimental Media
Centre della NYU), dal Prof. Carl
Skelton (Direttore fondatore del BxmC
& Integrated Digital Media presso il

Centre, NYU), Prof. Carl Skelton
(Founding Director of BxmC &
Integrated Digital Media of NYU
Polytechnic Inst.) & Prof. Helmut
Eirund (Scientific Director of the M2C
Institute for Applied Mediatechnology
& Culture, Bremen). Betaville is a new
open-source multiplayer environment
for fictionalizing the city of the future
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as art, and promoting real civil
participation in urban planning. The
inspiration for and growth of Betaville
has been based on a key shift in
understanding urban space. As the
authors explain “the radical plasticity
of any urban environment is now a
creative opportunity, rather than a
constant threat”. Betaville operates
through a “mobile-stationary AR
environment for smart cities”.
3.Epilogue

Dr. Lone Koefoed Hansen (Asst. Prof.
Aarhus University, Denmark) has
presented her paper Practicing
Generic (City). Reconfiguring Life
through Digital Media. According to
Flanagan, most locative media
artworks neglect the particularities of
spaces, while for Koolhaas, we face a
global Generic City. Through analysing
the artist Esther Polak‘s NomadicMILK
(2008), the author discusses “how
locative media can reconfigure (the
experience of) a location from generic
to particular and vice versa, even if
only temporarily. The aim is to identify
the possible reconfiguring practices of
locative media.

ISEA2010 RUHR has been a highly
successful, exciting and well-attended
event. The ISEA 2010 Team, the
International Advisory Board, the Jury,
the cooperating institutions and all
those involved in the realisation of all
aspects of this year’s festival and
publications have achieved an
excellent program and organisation.
Congratulations are also extended to
all the participants, as they have
presented the highest standards of
collaboration and have offered
significant insights with regards to
contemporary research, practice and
theory. Their contributions will be
shaping the future of Media arts and
philosophy as well as the related
fields. This is why ISEA2010 RUHR has
been the world’s most important
international electronic arts festival.

Links and References:
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Interferenze Festival 2010. Rurality 2.0
Pasquale Napolitano

As regards the curatorial part, the
festival focused on a very precise
point: the rural territory interpreted
not as a product, but as a (new) mean
to communicate and get in contact in
a creative way, by experimenting
unexpected relationships through
processes, strategies and results of
communication itself. Pisano
continued: “Our idea is that the next
editions of Interferenze festival can
become an open meeting. We are
thinking about asking the artists not
only to simply create or install their
works, but above all to get in real
contact with the territory in order to
obtain something in terms of values
and traditions, and therefore by
making their personal interpretation
hybrid through different points of
view and cultures”.

The Interferenze Festival which came
to its fifth edition, has become during
the years a laboratory where the rural
territory and its features (identity,
traditions and landscapes) are
analyzed through contemporary
expressive forms and languages and
aesthetics of the new media become
new forms of sharing.
Leandro Pisano, the Festival’s artistic
director said: “Our aim is to orient
cultural productions and spread the
awareness as regards the potentiality
of the rural territory”. In other words,
the territory is no more a geographic
place or a branding system, but rather
a space integrated in the media
system, a medium itself: through the
event or its mediatic representation a
relationship is created which deletes
the distance between issuer and
receiver.

This atmosphere of cooperation is
surely one of the strength of this year
Bisaccia festival which isn’t a series of
sets, but rather a koinè of lovers and
experts coming from all over South
Italy and elsewhere.
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unusual narration of the natural
environment. The chosen theme was
“Rurality 2.0″, a new way of relate to
the rurality by starting from the
territory but looking beyond it. Using
again Pisano’s words: “The rural
territory as a (new) medium to redesign and read the environment
through an open and unedited
perception of cultural, aesthetic and
social spaces belonging to border
areas”. The town of Bisaccia, land of
metaphysical, windy and endless
landscapes, is therefore at the same
time topic and container,
representation and context.

The electronic culture is something
elusive, because it bases its own
existence on a medium rather than on
esthetical keys. Moreover this
heterogeneity became even deeper,
due to the proliferation of electronic
festivals which, from the one side
contributed to diffuse an expressive
contemporary grammar, but on the
other side have often created some
generalist containers. Therefore
Interferenze presents itself as a
necessary operation in this field, since
it shows the capacity of addressing
this experimentation toward a
direction we could define “militant”,
from the point of view of re-discovery
and valorisation of rural territory: by
exploring the territories of electronic
expression, it discovers the
unexpected and original relationships
with the natural environment, as well
as the food and the traditional culture.

This territory is very rich of interesting
elements as regards nature,
landscape, history and the winegastronomic field. It is a crossway
between three regions: Campania,
Puglia and Basilicata. It is anyway a
cold and quite remote place,
inhabited at least three days and
three nights by a happy community,
that literally “lived it”: Interferenze in
fact has been not only a festival of
electronic music, but above all a kind
of general state in terms of
experimentation and research around
electronic arts, new media,
audio/video and software art, as well
as all those fields situated among
these categories.

This year, Interferenze offered from
the 23rd to the 25th July at the
Castello Ducale in Bisaccia (Av) an

An example was the sound installation
of Bianco-Valente from Naples,
aiming at making the sound of wind
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visible, by mapping the data from the
wind plants installed on the high
Irpinia territory. Another example was
the very successful work of the
Portuguese Andrè Goncalves, titled
The Bird Watcher, in which, thanks to
a particular crib between electronic
and craftsmanship, the artist is able to
sample and process the sounds from
the bird fauna animating the valley.

unique segment, in which the food, its
preparation, the raw material at the
basis of electronic experimentation,
with the aim of offering a virtuous
circle where food is strictly linked to
sustainability, environmental quality
and social relations.
This is a relationship based on what
Irpinia can generously offer: wine,
cheese and other typical product of
the territory, which at the moment of
their preparation become natural
instruments of sound production, in
order to give a different way of
interpretation. In the performance
Noble Milk, Yasuhiro Morinaga and
Antonello Carbone presented a revival
through sounds and images of a field
trip in the high mountains among
pasturages. The work was produced
on the Irpinia mounts during the days
before the festival and was performed
together with the tasting of Latte
Nobile (Nobile milk) produced by
cows feed with forage and pasturage
of the territory.

Moreover, the section Click n’Food,
offered a series of performances on
the basis of the relationship between
food, sounds and new media arts.
Local traditions, such as the
transhumance of podolic cows in the
Appennini of South Italy, have been
analyzed during some residential
projects. The projects constantly look
for connections between elements
belonging to technology, tradition
and rural landscape, and try to offer
an unusual interpretation of natural
environment. The festival is maybe
able to insert in the experimentation
scenario applied to the territory a

In Foodjob: frequencies to dissolve
under the tongue the sound-artist
Enrico Ascoli and chef Pompeo
Limongiello proposed an performance
articulated on different sensitive
levels and centred on the real time
recording with panoramic and
piezoelectrical microphones of
soundings captured during the
preparation of food. It was a
particularly successful performance,
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able to sinestetically “increase” the
degree of involvement as regards
procedures of high kitchen manual
skill.

which the new contemporary
tourisms and technologies play a key
role to support and give meaning to
these trends”.

Lastly Viand was the revival through
the filter of medial aesthetics of a
craftsmanship linked to the dairy
production, presented by the
performance of field recordings
created by the US artist Lissom.

Be Wind was instead the meeting held
by the Japanese sound-artist Sawako,
who proposed herself like a
soundwalk through the wind rigidity
which strikes the high Irpinia within a
hearing and storing experience. The
result is a particularly successful
performance with particularly “eastern
style” lightness and ephemeral sense.
Again the presentation of
Mediaterre.tv, the first TV linked with
web and totally focused on contents
coming from rural areas of South Italy.
Design o’ the times, curated by
Gianpaolo D’Amico and Sara Lenzi
(animators of soundesign.info, one of
the most important meditation space
in the Italian scenario) featuring Luigi
Mastandrea was the creation of a
performance organized like a group
conversation, similar to a round table
in which the intervention times
(intended as speeches, productions
and emissions of sounds, readings and

Moreover the festival could add many
panels and talks, coordinated by Vito
Campanelli from the Università
Orientale in Naples. Among the
meetings of highest interest there are:
GreenWeb. New media e nuovi
turismi nella natura, in which Daniele
Pitteri’s report aims at illustrating: “A
passion tourism, therefore individual
and collective/community at the
same time, because passions are to
be possessed but above all shared.
Within this transformation, the rurality
occupies a very wide portion, since it
became one of the main assets on

so on) of guests have be structured by
using temporal parameters of musical
composition: duration, frequency,
succession and overlapping.
Particularly relevant from the analytic
point of view was “La prossimità del
lontano: lo spazio topologico delle reti
oltre le città”, the speech by Tiziana
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Terranova: ““It is the study of a net
space which assumed the features of
a real new science, which understands
such spatiality in fundamentally
topologic terms. The topology
indicates that space isn’t formed by
fixed distances, but it is rather a
deformable principle, by allowing the
approach of geographically remote
places”. The intervention dealt with
the definition of some hints as regards
the implications of this topologic
space, where points unite and divide
on the basis of technical connections.

the expressions of arts linked to
media and sounds and assisted by the
creative use of everyday technologies
are spreading in the public sphere and
artists, creative people and
programmers are researching these
new connections, not only in the
urban field but also in the rural one.
Interferenze, in South Italy is one of
the clearest examples of the research
on new cultural, social and economic
values, which connect
experimentation and tradition,
analogical and digital, local and
global”.
These are seeds which germinated at
the presence of many works by
Japanese artists in the evening and
afternoon screenings (this section was
curated by Valentina Tanni) and in the
Japanese Festival preview
“Interferenze Seeds Tokyo 2010”, the
Japanese interpretation of the Irpinia
festival, which took place in Tokyo on
the 26 and 27 June.

This edition of Interferenze was also
characterized by the bridge between
Italy and Japan, based on the project
Interferenze Seeds Tokyo, which saw
the meeting between Leandro Pisano,
Yukiko Shikata, specially-assigned
professor at the Tokyo Zokei
University and the curator of newmedia art Masu Masuyama about the
topic “Rurality between Italy and
Japan”. Using Shikata’s words: “In the
second decade of the 21st Century,

As regards the musical aspect itself
we must underline the absolute
quality of rosters and performances
and the fascinating framework where
they took place.
Among the most significant ones,
there are certainly that of the Touch
Greek musicians, Novi_Sad, which
stroke for the sound compactness
originated from a real time field
recording action, able to generate at
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The closing event was committed to
Cristian Fennesz, who is always in line
with his very high standards, as well
as dreamy and languid, maybe a little
bit apathetic: in fact the Austrian
master estranges himself from the
sympathies of the most productive

the same time a suggestive and
explicative video and a performance.
By increasing the level, we find the
heavenly connection between
electronic and drumming proposed by
Simon Scott (already legendary
drummer of the Slodive) and the
impeccable set by the co-founder of
the Raster Noton Byetone, former
Olaf Bender, who presents a set with
a full minimal-rationalist aesthetic
Raster-Noton, however crimped by
unimagined and dance-oriented dark
veins. As remarkable are the
magmatic and menacing dub-step by
Sam Shackleton, the moody ambient
of The Sign Below, the field recording
of the already cited Sawako and
Lissom.

people in a skimpy set during no more
than thirty minutes.
Generally speaking this festival was
quite successful. It was a challenge
that has been won as regards selfproduction and independence from
institutions, aiming at disengage
oneself from clientage and focusing
on quality.

http://www.interferenze.org/
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Humanity Of 3d. Billy Cowie’s Research
Silvia Scaravaggi

video, dance, and the 3D stereoscopic
dimension. A brilliant example was
Billy Cowie artistic research, who
presented, in his Italian première at
Teatro a Corte,two tridimensional
installations: The Revery Alone which
was showed in Rivoli Castle’s Museum
Hall, and Ghosts in the Machine,
presented at the Cavallerizza Reale in
Turin.

“I am the ground, I am the earth, I am
the soil, and into me your coldness
stole, till I am solid and brittle” (In The
Flesh – 2007 Billy Cowie)

Scottish artist Billy Cowie is a
composer, choreographer and
filmmaker. Now based in Brighton,
where he teaches at university, Cowie
is the author of many choreographies
for live performances, dance and
video installations, films and
stereoscopic installations in which he
makes use of 3D technology. In the
book “Anarchic Dance”, curated in
2006, we can find some analysis and
critic essays about the works that
Cowie and dancer/performer Liz
Aggiss produced in the past years.

The fourth edition of Teatro a Corte
International Festival, which toke
place in Turin and in eight Savoy
residences in Piedmont from July 8
until the 25th, presented a wide
selection of contemporary and
experimental productions in the fields
of theatre, dance, nouveau cirque,
video-dance and performance,
hosting 31 groups from eight different
nations. The event schedule
comprehended 38 shows, 5 site
specific projects and two creations
commissioned for the Festival.
Within such kaleidoscope of
spectacles, some of the works
explored the encounter between
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the Machine, your latest work
presented at the Cavallerizza Reale, I
could notice that it is very different
from the previous ones, and not only
for the use of 3D technology. Do you
often change themes and subjects in
your works?
Billy Cowie: I like to create different
works, to not repeat. With you I would
walk a few steps of my productions,
chronologically, starting from the
beginning: I started making pieces for
dance companies, live, with six
dancers. After a while I started making
videos. When I watched the movies
they seemed flat to me, without
depth, without size. This is why I
started to produce 3D installations.
Another motivation came to me from
the dance: watching the dancers you
see that they are really distant from
the viewer. The dancer and his
movements are best seen when
viewed from very close. What is
desirable is that they are so close that
they can almost be touched. This
option approach is what interested
me more than the movie. I really
wanted to make people feel “near” to
what they saw.

The choreography elaborated by
Cowie in collaboration with Agiss for
David Anderson’s video Motion
Control, presented during Invideo
Festival 2002 edition in Milan, is a
great example of the Scottish artist’s
amazing skills. Similarly, the 3D work
from 2007, In the Flesh, is a sensual
and involving tridimensional video
installation where one can get struk
by the sensation of feeling the
dancer’s body and of wanting to be a
part of her dance. Cowie always
creates the soundtracks for his works
by himself and this case makes no
exception; it inspires subtle, dewy
emotions, which are worth it to be relistened more than once.
Roots and developments of Billy
Cowie greatest works, collaborations
and favorite themes on which the
artist is constantly working, arose in
an indeed very pleasant interview
held during the Teatro a Corte
Festival.

The first work I made in 3d was Men in
the Wall (2004), a video 3D installation
for four screens. There are four men of
four different nationalities, an
American, an Indian, a Spanish and a
German, who are within four windows
and dance and speak for about 25

Silvia Scaravaggi: Seeing Ghosts in
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minutes. Someone asked me why I
chose only men: because I wanted to
give a picture of four people quiet,
without creating other references or
connections, as would it happen if
instead I had chosen two men and
two women. I wanted to make the
situation relaxed and without
references.

seems that everything happens at the
very end and then something happens
at very closely, something obvious to
our eyes.
I wanted to create pieces in which the
dancers come towards the audience,
so I made Ghosts in the Machine, the
work presented in Turin. A sort of
“twin” piece of Men in the Wall, but
with three girls. Before I realized it, I
needed to experiment, to understand
how to do it. A three-dimensional
work with three screens is very
complex, from a technical point of
view. So, while experimenting, In the
Flesh was born: a test where I wanted
to ensure that the dancer was so close
that you really had the desire to touch
her

Silvia Scaravaggi: Was your main
interest in this work to make the
image looking real, more than how
video can be?
Billy Cowie: Exactly, I wanted to make
the image more solid, tangible.
Moreover, the multi vision made
available by the four windows, gives
the possibility to move the eyes freely
in order to choose where and who to
watch. I like to be free to roam, to
wander while looking. I exposed many
times this work and I finally got the
solidity I was looking for, even if the
characters were not really in space
with the viewer. The threedimensional vision is complex: it

Silvia Scaravaggi: Well, you surely did
achieve that. In the Flesh (2007) is a
quasi-erotic work; watching, or better
yet feeling it, one experiences the
desire to touch the dancer’s body and
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to follow her movements. Also, all this
being enhanced by the soundtrack..

especially when I work on live
choreographies. I always thought that
they would help to build the work.
Limitations in the use of body
space.The dancer could move only
within the established boundaries, in
In the Flesh. So, in The Revery a
dancer explores the limitations
imposed on the choreography in a
lyrical and meditative realization that
amplifies the sculptural dimension of
the installation that the viewer can
feel relaxed with eyes to the ceiling.

Billy Cowie: Yes, the piece seems to
work. In The Flesh is a 3D video
installation, for a dark and cozy
ambience, made for an audience of
four or five people at once. In
Amsterdam, I was asked to show it at
Paradiso, a large room built in a
former church, with a wide central
aisle. I considered it a sort of
experiment and I agreed. A little
strange thing is that the body of the
dancer, in the normal version of In the
Flesh, is real size, but there I wanted
to show it much enlarged. A size 4 or 5
times bigger. The video must be seen
from above and at Paradiso there is a
balcony perfect for a suspended
vision, that can be enjoyed by one
hundred people about. In short,
during projection, looking down you
saw a person so huge that it was
incredible, even more incredible when
compared with the size of people who
walked around the perimeter
projection.

Silvia Scaravaggi:Why do you aim to
make the body to be felt, out of its
two-dimensional state, almost
touchable?

After this experience I started working
on Ghosts, but not having a large
white wall for testing, I used the
ceiling. The result was really
interesting, and so The Revery Alone,
which is the other work that I have
shown in Turin, was born. The Revery
Alone (2008) begins by trying to limit
the choreography. The limitations are
something I really appreciate

Billy Cowie: I think it is something
very intimate. I always study small
movements in choreographies. I like
way personality is revealed, the
dancers become known, they are not
anonymous. It is a way to try to
explain exactly who they really are.
This is also why I like to use the lyrics:
in most of my works the dancers
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with Men in the Wall: At the beginning
of the Ghosts in the Machine video
the girls said they saw four boys. In
Men in the Wall, one of the guys
talking with another, says that he saw
some ghosts with blue and red eyes.
And again, the boy says he was
approached by a ghost and he tried to
touch her, making her flee. InGhosts in
the Machineas well, a girl says that
one of the four boys tried to touch her
and she ran away. All this to bring out
that there are two worlds, two
universes, one real and one alternate,
imaginary, virtual. Two dimensions to
meet, to compare, two worlds coming
into relation in which something
happens.

speak, reciting lyrics and poems.
Silvia Scaravaggi: As it constantly
happens in Ghosts in the Machine
(2009). Is that the last work you
realized?
Billy Cowie: No, the latest project is
Tango de Soledad (2010), a single
dance work for large space with the
dancer Amy Hollingsworth. It exists in
two versions, a 3D version, using the
same In The Flesh technology to make
solid body, and a conventional
projection. With Ghosts in the
Machine I wanted to create a work
that was a bit like Men in the Wall.
Instead of having four men in four
square, here there are three girls out
of their three frames.
I auditioned many dancers before
choosing the main characters of the
video. I wanted they had a strong
characters, that were very natural. Not
actresses, not professional dancers,
someone special as the three girls
that I found. They are very different,
they seem friends. I worked again
with limitations: I wanted it was
perceived that they were not
professional dancers, using this
impression to show that they actually
want to be. They try so much in their
life and in artistic research that
definitely they think to be real
dancers.

Silvia Scaravaggi: During Ghosts in the
Machine, one of the performers utters
“The medium is the message”, citing
Marhsall McLuhan. Is that the
philosophy on which your work is
based?
Billy Cowie: No, actually not. For me
the message is the message. What is

I also tried to create a matching game
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interesting to me is not the medium,
but the content: make films, works,
where it’s important what happens. I
am interested to make my works
intellectual, inputting cultural
references, quotations, references.
For example, the title Ghosts in the
Machine is borrowed from the
philosopher Gilbert Ryle (1) who
invented this phrase as opposed to
the idea that body and mind are
separate things. It happened that
many others had used this expression,
including the Police as the title for one
of their records.

(1) From Wikipedia: Gilbert Ryle (19
August 1900, Brighton – 6 October
1976, Oxford), was a British
philosopher, and a representative of
the generation of British ordinary
language philosophers that shared
Wittgenstein’s approach to
philosophical problems,[1] and is
principally known for his critique of
Cartesian dualism, for which he
coined the phrase “the ghost in the
machine”. Some of his ideas in the
philosophy of mind have been
referred to as “behaviourist” (not to be
confused with the psychological
behaviourism of B. F. Skinner and
John B. Watson). Ryle’s best known
book is The Concept of Mind (1949), in
which he writes that the “general
trend of this book will undoubtedly,
and harmlessly, be stigmatised as
‘behaviourist’.”[2] Ryle, having
engaged in detailed study of the key
works of Bernard Bolzano, Franz
Brentano, Alexius Meinong, Husserl,
and Heidegger, himself suggested
instead that the book “could be
described as a sustained essay in
phenomenology, if you are at home
with that label.”

Silvia Scaravaggi: One last short
question: do you always use original
compositions for your soundtracks?
Billy Cowie: Yes absolutely, from
shooting to sound I take care of
everything. I am a control freak.

http://www.billycowie.com
http://www.anarchicdance.com
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Generative Practice. The State Of The Art
Jeremy Levine

practice. His most recent book is
“Metacreation: Art and Artificial Life”)
and the author (Architect, writer,
serves on the board of directors of
Side Street Projects and the Harpo
Foundation)

Generative art is often misunderstood
and mischaracterized: is it a process
or an aesthetic or a critical category?
The following is a conversation about
the state of generative art with three
generative artists- Leonardo Solaas,
Marius Watz, and Mitchell Whitelaw –
and the author.

Jeremy Levine: One of the most
recognizable traits of Generative Art is
its visual complexity. To what degree
is visual complexity a structural
characteristic of generative art as
opposed to an aesthetic choice?

Leonardo Solaas (Programmer,
designer and professor at the Master
in Electronic Arts program in the
Universidad Nacional de Tres de
Febrero, Buenos Aires, Argentina),
Marius Watz (Founder of Generator.x,
an important curatorial platform for
digital art, lecturer at the Oslo School
of Architecture and the Oslo National
Academy of the Arts) and Mitchell
Whitelaw (Leading director at the
Master of Digital Design at the
University of Canberra, theorist who
writes about digital culture and

Leonardo Solaas: Complex systems
are for more than one reason a natural
fit for this partnership: mainly, they
offer a clear-cut case of order that
arises from an impersonal process of
interaction between simple agents in
a multiplicity, and not from a controlbased decision process. But there are
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other possibilities: processes of
repetition and random variation like
Jean Tinguely’s drawing machines, or
geometric rule systems like those
behind many works of Sol LeWitt.

seem like likely outcomes.

In short, I would say that the
relationship between generative art
and complexity is one of affinity, but
certainly not one of necessity. An
alliance perhaps, but not a
dependency. Generative” can also go
along with “simple”, “linear” or
whatever we conceive the opposite of
“complex” to be.

Mitchell Whitelaw: Visual complexity
isn’t an inherent characteristic of
generative techniques – it’s easy, if
not very interesting, to make a
generative process that turns out
visually simple results. So to some
extent it’s an aesthetic choice, or a
tendency that pursues a certain
aesthetic or sensual reward. Susanne
Jaschko has called this its “retinal”
tendency. Computational generative
techniques act as an enabler or
amplifier for that tendency – they
automate complexity to a certain
extent, or reduce its cost. If
generative art is a cultural organism,
then the “retinal” charge of visual
complexity is a kind of lure that
attracts both artists and audiences to
computational techniques.

Marius Watz: Complexity (whether
“true” complexity or merely appearing
complex to the human eye) is not a
necessary outcome of generative
processes. However it does seem to
be one of the most popular side
effects, hardly surprising given the
ease with which such systems can
describe interactions between
multitudes of objects. Obviously
(visual) complexity is an aesthetic
choice, but in the scientific sense
complex systems are central to the
practice of Generative Art.
Concepts like emergence, network
theory and multi-dimensional
parameter spaces defy reduction to
simple principles, and artists using
code quickly find themselves only
partly in control of the software
processes they create. So chaotic
behavior, glitch or visual complexity

On the other hand, complexity is, if
not a structural characteristic, then at
least a common representational
strategy. Almost all generative
systems define a range of possible
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outcomes – a space of potential forms
that can be vast. Often the visual
complexity in generative art is actually
visualizing a part of this form-space
by overlaying or combining a range of
forms into a single outcome. Jared
Tarbell’s “Invader Fractal” is a great
example of this, but so is the more
common device of aggregating
frames of an animation into a single
still. This isn’t really complexity in the
sense of structure or dynamics
(“complex systems”); I would call it
“multiplicity” – sheer “moreness” – but
it works to convey a sense of variety
and potential that is central in
generative art.

project it was useful idea to tie
together diverging practices by calling
Generative Art. But today I am more
interested in more specific ideas.
Possible alternatives would include
Software Abstractionism, Information
Art, Data Sculpture or Computational
Design.

Jeremy Levine: Generative Art is often
characterized as a style or medium,
rather than a tool or strategy or
system. Is it time to stop using the
term? Is there a better way to
describe artists who use generative
systems.

Leonardo Solaas: Marius is right to
note the relative inefficacy of the
concept to organize an artistic field in
any conventional sense. Generative
Art is not a movement, much less an
avant-garde. There is no “Generative
Manifesto”. It’s not either a genre or a
technique such as painting or
photography. What is it then? Well,
maybe something like a
metatechnique, a characteristic of
certain artistic processes, a way of
doing things, or perhaps merely an
attitude.

Marius Watz: The term Generative Art
certainly does have its problems. The
most widely accepted definitions (i.e.
Galanter, etc.) describe only a
methodology, they do not address
artistic content or unify artists into a
coherent movement. I think we need
to find new labels to describe the
artistic endeavors currently lumped
together as Generative Art.

Mitchell Whitelaw: I agree that these
more specific fields are useful
descriptors – but do we need any
more “movements”? I am suspicious

Back when I was formulating the
concepts behind the Generator.x
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of names in general, but actually I like
the breadth of “generative art” – the
fact that it might apply equally to
processes that are both computerbased and non-computational. It
seems to me that the aesthetics and
approaches of some noncomputational generative processes –
for example Tim Knowles’ drawings
made by physical processes – are very
much aligned with digital generativity.
I would speculate that there is an
emerging interest among digital
artists in the non-computational or
para-computational – for example
Christpher Myskja or Chandler
McWilliams..

case, there’s the way Olafur Eliasson
lets the ripples on a water surface
paint with reflected light in “Notion
Motion”. It is this very generality that
keeps my interest and curiosity alive.
More so because I believe there is a
very specific conceptual core there,
which we are trying to pin down
under the name of “autonomy”.

Leonardo Solaas: It’s possible to track
a concept behind Generative Art
which is more definite than a mere
“family likeness”. That would be
something in the lines of: art where
the artist gives partial control of the
productive process to some kind of
autonomous system. There would be
much to say about this attempt at a
definition, of course, but I’ll skip over
the details and just paraphrase it:
Generative Art is about the various
possible forms of creative
collaboration between a human and a
non-human.

Jeremy Levine: An important
distinction is being made between
visual complexity and behavioral
complexity – which is the dynamics of
a complex system. This second
definition of complexity describes
what a system does, rather than what
is looks like. Both types of complexity
are expressions of the algorithms we
associate with living organisms.
Generative art expresses the dynamic
creativity we associate with
selfcausing agents. Which brings us to
the question of autonomy. Leo points
out that the relationship between
human and non-human systems are
at the core of generative art. Can

A definition like this one has the
immediate effect of encompassing
many things, including the work of
artists who don’t usually call it
“generative”. To cite just one possible
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generative practice provide a critical
perspective on the growing autonomy
of non-human systems?

This process of externalization is
integral to the conception of a
procedural artwork and differs
radically from the situation of tool
users such as photographers or
potters. But I am skeptical of the
notion of system-based artworks
becoming so autonomous as to be
“authorless”. This type of thinking has
its conceptual usefulness, but in
specifying boundary conditions and
logic of the work the artist inevitably
becomes its author. Sol Lewitt is
irrevocably the author of his wall
drawings, despite never touching the
tools of their creation.

Marius Watz:Autonomy is a flexible
concept. Once separated from the
body of the artist any aesthetic
process can be said to have some
level of autonomy, hence the
controversy about the use of
professional fabricators in
contemporary art. To play devil’s
advocate one argue that it is really
only processes like drawing, painting
or the use of a potter’s wheel that can
be said to be *non*-autonomous in
the sense that the outcome “flows”
directly from the body of the artist.

I suspect most artists working with
code simply take the semiautonomous nature of software
process for granted. Others like Ralf
Baecker make it their focus to
explicitly examine the system as a
cultural artifact in itself. Examples of
this kind of practice can also be found
outside the digital realm, such as John
Powers’ geometric sculptures or
Jorinde Voigts meticulous drawings.

The photographer accepts the biases
of the mechanical “eye”, manipulating
it by changing lenses and applying
filters. The print-maker experiments
with papers, inks and the material of
the printing plate. The generative
artist describes ideas in code and
tinkers with parameters controlling
the algorithm. All of these methods
exhibit some level of autonomy, even
though they are hardly similar in
execution. I think the significant
aspect of autonomy in generative art
is the explicit externalization of the
artist’s decision-making process. For a
generative system to produce
acceptable output the artist must
encode every micro-gesture and
subjective expression needed to
produce an interesting work of art.
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Brian Eno has a nice word for that:
Surrender.

Leonardo Solaas: Marius is very right
to note that almost any artistic
process or material can show a certain
degree of autonomy. As any art
student knows, even a matter as
pliable as paint can have a will of its
own. Limits are therefore foggy. I
spoke of generativity as an attitude
because we could think of the elusive
point of difference between trying to
control the matter and, so to speak,
releasing it to do its own thing.
My hunch it that something deep lies

Jeremy Levine: Let’s continue with
this idea of autonomy and the
‘surrendering of control’ that Although
its impossible to design a system to
produce a higher level emergent
structure, does generative art, by
‘surrendering” some degree of
autonomy to the system, suggest
another way? And how would you
connect emergence with the
computationally sublime?

in that distinction. It’s a different set
of mind. Namely, it clearly breaks with
the figure of the romantic genius that
is still the archetype of the artist in the
imaginary of our culture. It is not any
more about inspiration, a privileged
sensibility or a unique talent to
subdue matter and render an Idea
visible. Instead of all that, there’s an
iterative process of experimentation.
Something like: Set up a physical or
conceptual device, kick it in motion,
step back and watch it develop.
There’s a back and forth with the
autonomous system that repeatedly
find the artist as a spectator of his
own work.

Leonardo Solaas:Generative artists are
often amateurs in both art and
science, with all the good and all the
bad that is implied in that condition.
As “art hackers”, they can act with
refreshing disrespect for established
boundaries among disciplines, but
they can also be naïve. From an
aesthetic point of view, I think
generative work is always assailed by
two more or less symmetrical
temptations: pursuing a
straightforward imitation of

That’s a crack in the deep modern and
occidental obsession with control.
Let’s be careful here: It’s not a matter
of giving up control altogether, but of
balancing it with moments when you
just let go and see what happens.
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traditional art (say, for example,
Harold Cohen’s Aaron) or giving up to
the pleasures of mathematical
harmony  that is, a classicist
Pythagorean aesthetic that
degenerates very quickly into a sort of
digital kitsch, the epitome of which
are the countless renderings of the
Mandelbrot Set.

overwhelming for men as it used to
be when Kant created the concept,
but we now have this “second nature”
that unfolds before us as a mostly
uncharted territory. Generativity is (or
might become) a way for art to deal
with this brave new post-human
world that is dawning upon us.

MAs generative art leaves behind a
childhood full of fractal toys among
Lindenmayer trees, and reaches, if not
maturity, at least some kind of
confident youth, I regard it as its
biggest challenge to find aesthetic
venues that are not just uncritical
imitation of art as we know it, nor
imitation of nature for the sake of it.
Venues that are, if you allow me, not
too human, and not too inhuman, but
a path open only by the collaboration
between a person and an automated
system: a really hybrid creature, an
aesthetic chimera.

Marius Watz: I think Leonardo nailed
it: Most artists working with
generative processes are not really
concerned with cybernetics or
complexity theory as scientific
constructs. Rather, they see
generativity as a conceptual
framework that handily provides a
pragmatic methodology for creating
interesting output. There are of
course purists who concern
themselves with code structures as
semantic constructs (i.e. Software
Art), but they tend to form a creative
scene of their own.

As a counterpoint to classic painterly
and mathematical beauty, the old
idea of the sublime may indeed have a
fresh relevance here. Generative
works are often tokens from
simulated universes that stand as a
sample of their vastness. They speak
of the still uncertain possibilities that
are being unrolled by our growing
symbiosis with autonomous complex
systems. As sci-fi dystopias constantly
remind us, that change is also
threatening. Nature might not be as

The notion of the computational
sublime is seductive, despite its
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somewhat problematic romantic
associations. I do think there are some
aspects of the sublime in Generative
Art, or that the very least that there is
a sense of the incomprehensible and
infinite in computational systems. The
computer gives an inevitable quality
of otherness to the work, a translation
of agency that introduces a tension
between artist and system.
Generative Art finds itself at an
intersection between science and
nature, often emulating organic
processes but realizing them in
completely inorganic ways. It’s not
surprising then that one might
encounter the Sublime in this
“uncanny valley” between the
recognizable and the alien.

that have become the extension of
our sensory experience. Writing code
is a way to reclaim some control in
this new territory of the digital, with
users becoming active agents rather
than passive recipients. Open source
platforms like Processing, PD and
Arduino are spreading a digital literacy
that involves writing software as well
as using it.

Nature remains a constant reference
in Generative Art, as an inspiration and
as a yardstick for interesting behavior.
But computational processes also
point towards a kind of “second
nature”, a technological conception of
intelligence and sensory experience.
Software processes are the perfect
answer to a new experience of human
existence where real and virtual
spaces are irreversibly intertwined,
where always-on smart phones
provide cyborg abilities and “apps” are
the new cultural artifact.

Mitchell Whitelaw: SI agree almost
entirely with Leo and Marius, but a
few divergent thoughts. The
surrendering of control and the
“emergent” autonomy of the system
are key moments in generative art –
especially, I think, for artists. An
interesting question would be
whether this sense of autonomy can
be conveyed to an audience (or
whether it even matters). The artificial
life strain within generative art
pursues that autonomy most strongly,
but as an ultimate aim I think it’s a
mirage.More often autonomy and
surrender are stories that generative

The fascination with Information
Visualization (which often might be
better termed Infoporn) reflect the
need to make sense of the data flows
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artists use to describe their processes
– and they are only partly true.
It’s not enough to say, “oh, the
computer just does it by itself” – the
computer does a certain amount,
given a highly detailed set of
instructions that encode all kinds of
very human ideas and aesthetic
choices. So in that sense I’m wary of
overemphasizing generative
autonomy – the real process is a more
complex and interesting one of
system building, implementation,
elaboration, tweaking and hacking. It
constantly cycles between artist and
computer but is really very human, all
the way through.

Jeremy Levine:Leo wrote that
“Generativity is (or might become) a
way for art to deal with this brave new
post-human world that is dawning
upon us.”The phrase “post-human”
often arises in discussions of digital
aesthetics and is commonly
understood as the merging of man
and machine. The philosopher Manuel
De Landa offers an alternative
definition of “the post-human” as a
critique of anthropomorphism and
logical positivism. From the
perspective of evolution it is the flow
of information and bio-mass that is
important. A human being is a
temporary manifestation. A blip in
evolutionary time. De Landa wants us
to divorce the ‘post-human’ from its
techno-futuristic associations.

By the way I agree that “artists
working with generative processes
are not really concerned with
cybernetics or complexity theory as
scientific constructs.” But even if it’s
not what they signed on for,
generative artists do become highly
experienced in making and thinking
about systems and processes. If visual
complexity is the brightly colored
plumage of generative art, then
maybe systems thinking is the cultural
payload – the important stuff. This
relates to what Marius describes – the
technological literacy required to gain
some active agency in a digital culture
– but it’s also broader, a way of
understanding the world.

Leonardo Solaas: I need to say that I
was wary of using the term ‘posthuman’, since it is to some extent a
fashionable buzzword used by some
people I don’t respect very much for
things I’m not very interested in. Let
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me be more explicit about what I was
trying to say. On one hand, the
“human” in “post-human” is for me
specifically the modern subject; the
illuminist man that subdues nature
through reason and will. I think we are
in dire need of a term for this thing
that comes after modernism but is
not post-modernism  for this new
way of being in the world that
substitutes hierarchical structures for
complex systems, control for selforganization, unity and universality for
multiplicity and locality, and so on.

generative process is “really very
human, all the way through”. I
understand his point, and in a sense
agree with it. It is still us that do the
art, and saying “the computer does it”
is just plain silly. The point I’m trying
to make is more nuanced: generative
art is indeed human, but not just
human. Some automaton has done
something there which we cannot
directly do ourselves. In modernity, art
is essentially and completely human.
Through inspiration and talent, the
artist is the only source of the work.
Now we assist to a secundarization of
the artist-person as she builds a semiautonomous device between her and
the work.

On the other hand, “post-human”
refers to that very much feared and
wished-for moment that scientific
imagination has anticipated so many
times: the encounter with an alien
intelligence the clash of civilizations.
Well, fact is, the aliens are among us.
We are breeding them. We now quite
naturally (!?) live together with a sort
of intelligence that is radically
different from ours (basically, they are
mostly serial, we are mostly parallel)
which, as noted by Marius,
complements and expands us in
amazing ways. A person plus a
smartphone is more than just a person
in the scope of her possibilities  but at
the same time, is less than the ideal of
the unified, self-sufficient, allcontrolling modern man. It’s a
networked, hybrid subject.

“Secondary” means there are two to
tango, and that the work must be
therefore understood in regards to
that human-non-human relationship
from which it arose. As for the
visibility of the autonomous system
for the audience, I think it is essential.
I would go as far as to say that
generative art can also be seen as the
mise-en-scène of such systems. If an
artist uses some generative trick as a
production tool in the intimacy of her
workshop, but leaving no detectable
trace, well, that doesn’t actually
concern us. Be it an evolutionary
algorithm, Eliasson’s rippling ponds or
LeWitt’s combinatorial geometric
systems, the automaton should be
there, plain to see, on stage, because
that’s what, in my view, generativity is

Incidentally, this is also relevant for
Mitchell’s observation that the
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all about.

I would rather say super-human – if
De Landa is right then it is us and
everything else, but crucially all
connected in ways we might not
otherwise recognize. Certainly at its
best generative art gives us a whiff, a
sensation of that self-organizing flow.
Jeremy Levine: Imagine that you are
given the opportunity to curate a
exhibit of generative art at a major
museum. How would you
conceptually organize the show?
What would you want to say by way
of curation about generative art?

Mitchell Whitelaw: I find De Landa’s
“complex materiality” view of the
post-human very appealing. Part of
my earlier point about generative art
being human, was to counter the
simple idea of the autonomy of the
machine – and in the same way,
there’s a simplistic “cyborg” idea of
the posthuman (Kevin Warwick with
his implanted chips) which I would
rather complicate. De Landa offers a
coherent philosophy for how to do
that – flows of matter and information
that traverse customary boundaries
(living and nonliving, human and
nonhuman). Crucially those complex
flows self-organize at all levels of
scale – structure and order appear,
from chemical clocks to ice crystals
and rocks, as well as living things and
their artifacts and cultures.

Mitchell Whitelaw: This is really hard,
and I have a handy example: the
“Process as Paradigm” exhibition at
the Laboral Center for the Arts.
Process as Paradigm is an exciting
show for me because it has some of
that transversal quality of De Landa’s
thinking. It includes some brilliant
digital generative work, as well as
hardware, robotics, bioart, and lots of
other non-computational processes. It
complicates the association between
code and generativity (unlike some
earlier shows that foregrounded or
fetishized code). More, it shows that
purely material processes (like
Driessens and Verstappen’s box of
sand) can be as rich or richer than
digital processes; and that digital
processes have their own materiality.

So in as much as it taps into or
manifests this sweeping, cosmic
generativity, generative art connects
us with De Landa’s flow. Non-human?
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a zoo of self-organizing processes,
considered in the diversity of the roles
they can play in their alliances with us
people, with our plans, stories and
ideas about the world.
I think Mitchell’s idea is similar:
making it evident that we are talking
about something that crosses
disciplines and realms. I’d like the
show to be a bit science fair, a bit
science fiction; a playground of
simulation and experimentation,
somewhere between art, artifact and

Leonardo Solaas: Well, in keeping with
my last answer, I imagine it would be
interesting to plan it, not in terms of
artists or artworks, but in terms of the
autonomous systems involved. I
would try to get together a wide
variety of species and personalities,
from the mechanical to the digital,
and from the abstract to the physical 
a veritable assembly of automata that
would open a space for the richest
possible dialogue and contrast among
them. Or, from another point of view,

artificial life.

http://solaas.com.ar/
http://www.jeremylevine.com/
http://mariuswatz.com/
http://teemingvoid.blogspot.com/
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I Am Open Cv. The Augmented Art Of Jeremy
Bailey
Mattia Casalegno

extensions of our sensorial and
communicative functions, and this is
particularly evident in his latest works
dealing with computer vision and
augmented technology. Ad example
in his project Public Sculpture (2010)
he develops a software enabling him
to interact with fictional geometrical
objects that function as an ironic
critique of the “augmented reality
aesthetic” so pervasive on the

A native of Toronto, “funny man”
Jeremy Bailey is a visual artist working
primarily in electronic media who has
been described by Filmmaker
magazine as “a one-man revolution on
the way we use video, computers and
our bodies to create art” and as “often
confidently self-deprecating in
offering hilarious parodies of new
media vocabularies” (Marisa Olson,
Rhizome). His work has been featured
internationally in numerous
exhibitions and festivals, and he
received his MFA in Art Media Studies
from Syracuse University in 2006.
Currently his work can be viewed,
rented and acquired through the
independent on-line label Vtape.

contemporary entertainment and
gaming market. His commentaries are
as heroical as firmly based on a radical
vision of the dystopias of our modern
media-scapes.
His work is often presented as
interactive or participatory
performances: his WarMail (2008)
show, commissioned by HTTP Gallery
in London, is a collaborative
performance led by himself that use
the audience’s “latent song and dance
potential to write and send an email
to his mother while simultaneously
directing a so called space war
campaign”, while in SOS (2008) he
produces a live performance and a
series of short videos made for the
Canadian television show King
Kaboom, offering “an user’s guide to a

Being a Toronto native, his work is
well grounded in a McLuhanian
philosophy of media technologies as
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new “visual operating system”
invented by artists”.

identity”. What the heck does this
mean?
Jeremy Bailey:QYes, that is very early
work. I did it while I was still in
undergraduate school. It was
fundamental to a thesis I was just
developing and which I fully explored
in graduate school. This thesis is a sort
of update to the 1970s term
“Performance for the Camera,” in
which the artist acknowledges that
the camera itself is mediating the
performer’s identity. It’s really just a
hyper-awareness of context.

The most interesting aspect of his
works is the way he uses a sort of
“Youtube” language bto directly
address the public, in a mix-mash of
video art, technical demonstration
and 0.2 illusionism.

In the same way that a lecture about
peace would be received differently in
front of the Brandenburg gates, a
monologue about my feelings is
different when it is compressed by a
mathematical algorithm and uploaded
to the internet. When I made that
work, putting videos online was a new
idea, in fact digital video was a new
idea! There was some anxiety about
this, that the work would be different
if it was viewed on a small screen, or a
computer screen, or in a living room,
instead of a gallery. From this point

As I missed the opportunity to assist
his show at the group exhibition Video
Collide in Real 3D Space at Five Thirty
Three Gallery in Los Angeles this past
March, I asked him for an interview to
get an idea of his prolific work. What
came out of our discussion ranged
from ’70s performance art,
augmented reality, Karl Marx and
demo culture, among other things.

forward I decided that all of my work
would be made with the assumption
that it would be seen in a way that
compromised itself.

Mattia Casalegno: In 8.7 MB (2002),
one of your first pieces, you “attempt
to explain the process of extreme
computer video compression on
[your] image while simultaneously
acknowledging the multitude of other
devices that interfere with one’s

What’s funny to me about the people
that had anxiety about this at the
time, is that video art was born with
this assumption, everything about
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early video art has this assumption
built right into the work. So ya,
compromise, disappointment,
anxiety, fear, uncontrollable intent,
reader privilege, confusion,
complexity?hese all become central
themes for me after I made this work.

as popular culture. It’s a response to
the same mass-media environment;
you have all the same factors present:
accessible technology, repressed
narcissism, and a community of
supporters. The difference is that this
interaction is happening inside a
computer and across the Internet
instead of a local art scene. If I had to
identify a compromise it would be
that videos created in the era of
YouTube are mediated heavily by
software interfaces that influence the
type of content being created. Any
video on YouTube essentially can be
viewed as a video about YouTube.
Mattia Casalegno: And with a visual
language resembling the first body
performance of the ’70s, in Strongest
Man (2003), you try to hold a camera
at arms length for as much time as
you can

Mattia Casalegno:PThinking about the
“Performance for Camera” of the ’70s
reminds me of the William Wegman
video Deodorant (1972), in which he
spends a ridiculous amount of time,
while applying his deoderant,
explaining why he likes it, ending up
with an enormously white armpit at
the end of the video. This sort of antispot was also a critique of the role of
TV in a mass-mediated environment.
How has this “hyper awareness of
context” changed in the era of
Youtube and social networking? What
kind of new compromises do you
have to face?

Jeremy Bailey: This is an early
example of me trying to make obvious
the mechanics of a narcissistic circuit
between the recording device and the
performer. This work was
veryspecifically made in reference to
an 1970s performance for the camera
aesthetic. There’s an essay by
Rosalind Krauss that I often refer to
from the ’70s, called The Aesthetics of
Narcissism, that describes this circuit
really well.

Jeremy Bailey: That’s one of my
favorite videos ever! I believe YouTube
is basically 1970s performance video

I was really interested at this time in
disabling my white male identity/ego.
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The camera itself, the thing necessary
for me to show you how strong I am,
how much of a man I am, is the very
thing that disables that identity. The
little joke here is, of course, that in the
1970s this type of camera would have
been huge and heavy and impossible
to hold up but when this video was
made cameras were quite small
(someone told me once that such a
video exists from that era, but I have
never seen it).

Mattia Casalegno:You often use a
demo aesthetic as a medium itself for
demoing your own works. For
example, on your website almost
every piece has a detailed technical
and conceptual explanation that can
be experienced as the work of art in
itself. How do you think this approach
can add meaning to, or influence, your
work?

Ultimately, this piece is the first key to
understanding the way I feel about
technology, which is this thing that
augments bodies and identities while
simultaneously disabling them.
There’s a great analogy in Karl Marx’s
Das Capital that distinguishes
between a tool and machine. To
paraphrase loosely it says something
to the effect that “a tool is something
that you use and a machine is
something that uses you.” I am very
interested in this line between tool
and machine. It’s really a question of
who is in control, and in art, control is
a pretty big topic of conversation.

Jeremy Bailey: Yes! like I said above,
because of this reference to computer
artists and demo culture, and this
aspect of showing off the machine
(the software) as this sort of divine
creation, an externalization of the
artist’s body, it is these very demos or
sketches that most intrigue me. The
technical aspect of the work is a
stand-in for my body, for my identity.
I am not Jeremy Bailey, I am OpenGL.
I am not Jeremy Bailey, I am Open CV.
I am an API for the software that uses
me.
Mattia Casalegno: But at the same
time you are the subject and main
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actor of the video. In a way you’re
used by the software, but at the end
there is always someone in front of a
camera explaining how to do
something. I think demo culture is as
much about knowledge and sharing
as the power that knowledge exerts
on individuals. And ultimately this is
an issue of how this power is related
to consumerism and the production
of desire. The other day, I stumbled on
this YouTube video by Michelle Phan,
a teenager who made a demo about
how to apply make-up à la Lady GaGa
in the Poker Face video. This demo
now has almost 20.000.000 hits.

twitter in a sincerely personal way.
Instead, these are tools that have
transformed my social life into a
network I can leverage to increase the
popularity of my brand. My own work
has addressed this satirically for a
while: I feel new media art is
particularly guilty of creating artwork
and contexts that are easily supported
and sponsored by brands but that
doesn’t consider how this
entanglement actually effects the
work.

Later, I found out that Michelle Phan
is a spokesperson for a big thai
cosmetics company and the demo
functions as a viral marketing tool. I
think that, in a completely different
context, your demos share the same
language and methodologies of this
viral tools. Do you see some analogies,
and how do these relate to the idea of
“externalization of the artist’s body”
that you mentioned?

Mattia Casalegno: The idea of
technology as an “extension” of the
body-but also as something that
inhibit the sensorial-come very much
from the Toronto school, McLuhan
and then DeKerckhove. I can see this
approach aestheticized in your
augmented reality works, such as your
Public Sculpture project (2009) and
your Gundam Suite proposal. What is
your interest in working with
augmented reality technologies?

Jeremy Bailey: Yes of course, we’ve
long since entered an era where
branding and advertising have
intermingled with personal identity.
This “brand of me” culture implores us
to promote ourselves as products, like
a new chocolate bar or version of
Photoshop, we’ve all become PR
agents for ourselves. I can’t remember
the last time I used Facebook or

Jeremy Bailey: Absolutely, for me this
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tension between liberation and
restriction (tool and machine) is
essential. As interfaces become more
and more physical, I think it’s really
interesting to consider how we might
change our behavior to adapt to the
needs of software. Ultimately for me,
augmented reality is the most literal
way of describing this tension. All of
my work attempts to sandwich the
body between the interface and
reality. This experience is always
clumsy and requires me to
compromise myself on behalf of the
interface. I think it’s not only
interesting to consider how we
physically adapt to these
circumstances, but how we might
also cognitively or even morally adapt
to them.

Mattia Casalegno: “Augmented
reality” now is the buzz-word of the
media, entertainment and gaming
industries: do you have any idea about
the directions this “soft biology” will
take regarding to those markets?
Jeremy Bailey: Well, obviously I think
my ideas are the direction things will
take! Gaming is going to run with this
for a while and will ramp it up even
more with things like the iPhone 4
(which has a gyro now) and microsoft
Kinect (have you seen their virtual
painting demo?!!), I’m sure either teen
fashion/bullying or porn will take
advantage of this technology more
and more in the future. If I want to
hack my friend’s face to look like a
kitten I’m going to be able to do that
soon. I should also be able to have a
virtual porn star living in my house. Of
course, industry and the military will
continue to use it to create greater
efficiency in production and murder.

Augmented reality when applied to
the body is this amazing place where
the aesthetics and evolution intersect,
and the authors of this new soft
biology are a handful of engineers and
computer programmers as flawed as
the users controlled by their
interfaces
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http://www.jeremybailey.net/
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Videosculptures / Videoplanets. Art And
Science In Katja Loher’s Practice
Giulia Simi

Manetas, Bianco-Valente and Katja
Loher.
Katja Loher is a versatile young Swiss
artist living in New York, who is also
presently (until 26th September)
exhibiting her new work Collapsocope
in the prestigious XII International
Architecture Exhibition. Looking at her
works, transdisciplinary and
intermediate, one can appreciate the
utopian visions of early 20th century
avant-garde artists, in her attempt to
fragment and reassemble a grammar
that is at the heart of her work. There
is likewise a taste for mixing culture,
overlapping media and skills,
combining sculpture, video,
installations, dance, architecture and
alluding to the difficult and
increasingly urgent relationship
between Art and Science.

A survey between the real and the
virtual, one which inhabits the
intermedia territories, is spreading
across museum exhibition spaces,
housing works of artists who also
develop their repertoire outside the
Internet. This could describe curator
Elena Giulia Rossi‘s latest exhibition at
Maxxi, Rome: NetinSpace adds to the
long conversation on Net Art and its
complex relationship with a museum
which has housed many such works
previous to archistar Zaha Hadid’s
fascinating exhibition.
The exhibition, open until 23rd
January, has among others, the works
of three artists set between physical
space – inside the museum but in
places of transit – and virtual space
within website dedicated sections.
These are the works of Miltos
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melts in the community, resulting in
unexpected and powerful evocative
images. It is a provocation of the
limits between art and science, which
finds its strongest common
denominator in the mediated and
non-figurative vision.
We met Katja Loher and we asked her
to tell us precisely its practices and its
languages.
Katja Loher conducts a rigorous,
almost obsessive, investigation which
passes from the projection of videos
on spherical surfaces – often
suspended – with a reference to the
organ of vision, the eye, but also to
the form of planets. Videoplanets (the
expression is the artist’s)
simultanously pinpoints visions of
simple and complex organisms,
constructed thus that it is able to give
us, with amazing proportion,
extremely multi-faceted and powerful
images about the nature of the world.

Giulia Simi:Your work is almost
obsessively concerned with the
spheric shape, which seems to refer
immediately to the world’s and eye’s
shape, as a kind of metaphor for the
mechanism of vision and the
relationship between the human
being and the outside world. Would
you like to tell us more about the
motivations behind this choice of
concept ?

With the omniscient eye of the
scientific observer, seen from a bird’s
eye, Katja Loher plays with many
aspects of human identity and the
relationship between the individual
and the community.
Its multitude of perfomers,
choreographed in essential and serial
movements, push the body to the
limits of human capability, finding the
abstract and geometric forms typical
of the molecular vision. The individual

Katja Loher: A projection is a surface
that can be shaped in any ways. I
create three-dimensional
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manifestations of the medium video.
The spheres, fused with videos of
choreographed crowds seen in the of
bird’s eye view, create planetary
constellations. The message is about
locating a new identity in space and
time. I try to depict a temporary
definition of an altered global image,
and reproduce – in a model – a hastily
moving planet to understand its
changes and directions. While offering
a view from abroad I reposition the
audience as observer. As if under a
microscope we can study the
movements of the crowds for
meaning, we begin to see that they
have formed letters and questions. A
consistent practice in my work, asking
questions, allows me to communicate
concerns through metaphor in artistic
syncretism.

aggressive beauty of hundreds of
bodies and the question: What is the
most important thing we can be
thinking about right now?

Giulia Simi:You often work with a
crowd of performers, whom you
direct in a choreography pushed to
the limits of abstraction. On one hand,
the bird?s-eye-view, on the other,
synthetic and serial movements make
performers’ bodies seem almost
inhuman, signs of a visual alphabet
which often refers to a scientific
imagination. I immediately related to
the avant-garde theater of the
beginning of century, like Meyerhold’s
Biomechanics or Craig’s Puppet, but
we could certainly think of the artistic
movements that have attempted to
develop a geometric, structured and
scientific vision, such as the Bauhaus.
What inspired you to build this visual
structure? And also, how do you
proceed to realize these complex
performances?

The approach of the planetary identify
is simple and becomes more complex.
An apparently simple object is found;
there begin the infinite findings. The
Videoplanets changes the direction of
the view of the observer therefore we
suspect it just may as well be huge
shimmering eyeball in turn watching
us just as we are watching it.
In the most recent piece that I am
showing at the Architectural Biennale
Venice 2010 the globe breaks open,
the images that have been hosted
inside spheres burst the roundness,
the bodies collapse, the words
dissolve, what remains is an
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Katja Loher: My work is
multidisciplinary. I combine forcers
and knowledge of creative thinkers
and artistic professionals to melt the
means of impressions. The
choreographies arise in collaboration
with Japanese choreographer Saori
Tsukada, the sculptures are build in
collaboration with Belgium Architect
Hans Focketyn, the sound is
composed by Japanese Musician
Asako Fujimoto and the texts come
out of a collaboration with Swiss
writer Julia Sorensen.

point of capturing the expressions on
their faces.

We communicate an interdisciplinary
artistic language. Everyone performs a
very unique role in the process of my
art making, is part of it, like a
fragment of the kaleidoscope.

The most recent series of work offers
a broad view of human interference
with ecologic systems and their
artificial reproduction. Workers
become part of a machine, they
perform in synchronized movement
tasks that need to be done 24 hours a
day to keep nature balanced and to
allow mankind to survive on our
planet at its current numbers.

Seen from a bird’s eye view crowds of
people dressed in minimalist uniforms
perform synchronized movements. In
this choreography the individuals
transform into seemingly abstract
patterns until finally an ornament
emerges like in a kaleidoscope. From
this bird’s eye view the crowd has its
own distinct rhythm without

The new production that will be
realized this fall is based on a
futuristic version of Bauhaus stage.
The performers become living
sculptures. They present the idea of
choreographed geometry, man as
dancer, transformed by costume,
moving in space. The reduction of the
human body into simplified geometric
forms (a cylinder for the neck, a circle
for head and eyes) is the main
influence in this work. This reflects not
only Bauhaus’ philosophy of stripping

registering as a sum of its parts. A
relationship between performers
becomes apparent. An artistic pattern
defines the face of the crowd and the
identity of the individual dissolves in
the collective idea. The point of
observation changes when the bird’seye view is alternated with actions of
zooming-in on the performers, to the
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away superfluous aesthetics to leave
just the functioning form, but also the
dehumanization of the people. It
strips of individuality in their
identities, behaviors, and forms. What
remains are geometric shapes that
communicate vague human
physicality.

spherical sculpture – to the findings of
its hidden sides. I plan the planetary
constellations of my sculptures in
interaction with the space and the
context of the exhibition. I have a
library of video footage with which I
cook the pieces for the given context.
I see two ways when art and
architecture meet; they fuse together
or battle each other. Working with
video always gives me the
opportunity to turn the light off: in the
darkness the architecture becomes
invisible.

Giulia Simi: MMany of your works
push the confines between sculpture
and video – you use the term of
video-sculptures – and installations, in
a fruitful and articulated relationship
with the exhibition space. What is
your approach related to the context
in which your work will be exhibited?
What do you think about the role of
architecture in contemporary art?
Katja Loher: Shapes and kaleidoscopic
spaces are generated out of the timeline of the video. I play with the
contrast of a recognizable sculptural
form and the ever-changing dynamics
of its reality in the video. I try ironically
to fit the universal laws in a model, in
a process of conceptual compression
that has something in common with
the scientific observation. At the same

Giulia Simi:Lets now talk about your
exhibition at MAXXI, Rome. In
Sculpting in Air / Video  Planet, the
Internet is a mediulm that allows the
creation of space beyond reality.
Yours is a game, in a sort of ménage à
trois, between the viewer in real
space – the work – the viewer in the
virtual space. There is definitely a
voyeuristic side in this relationship,
which is joined by a difficulty in
communicating the man-machine

time I play with scale, putting the
infinite bigness of astronomy in the
infinite smallness of biology.
Sculpture, video, sound, literature and
dance sum to a homogeneous body of
work, which reveals its heterogeneity
after a first look. We are going to the
curiosity of a rather simple object – a
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expressed in your video-sculptures.
What is your relationship with the
Internet? Do you think that this
medium will find a place in your future
works?

space to our planet.

Katja Loher: The Internet makes my
work available anytime, everywhere
for everyone. It re-locates the
Museum to the universe, disconnects
it from space and time and crowd.
Two round videos playing on the
Internet show both, the video itself
and the viewer watching it in real
time. The game between the observer
and the observed is exposed when on
the web, the visitors appear watching
the person visiting the web while
watching the work.

EThe meaning of the sphere is
revealed, the globe becomes an eye
when, using a video camera, it
captures and catapults the visitor into
the work, in space and on the web. At
the moment the audience is
observing the dialogue on the
Videoplanet
, they themselves are to
be revealed.

Sculpting in Air exhibited at MAXXI
presents a dialogue between human
and computer language, in order to
investigate space, between the real
and the virtual. The projection of a
performance on a large sphere and
live choreography of the human
figures that build the phrases, create
the impression of looking from outer

http://www.katjaloher.com/
http://maxxi.katjaloher.com/
http://www.fondazionemaxxi.it/most
re_corso_netinspace.aspx
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